One Hundred Thirty-Third
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT
Saturday, May 4, 2019
Frost Arena
Stanley J. Marshall Center
Brookings, South Dakota
The Ceremonial Mace

The Ceremonial Mace is traditionally carried by a university marshal at all formal academic occasions. The staff, which stands 36 inches high from top to bottom, is made of walnut with a mahogany finish. It is trimmed in 14k plated gold. At the top of the Mace is the great seal of South Dakota State University. The engraved inscription reads “South Dakota State University founded 1881.” The Mace was presented to the University as a gift from the SDSU Alumni Association and was used for the first time at President Peggy Gordon Miller’s inauguration, Sept. 19, 1998.

The Ceremonial Mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. In medieval times it was a studded, clublike weapon, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It became associated with the protection of the king in France and England and was carried by the king’s sergeant-at-arms. In the 13th century, it was used for civil purposes and figured in the processions of city mayors and other dignitaries. Eventually, the Mace became a symbol also for academic institutions, an emblem of order and authority in the pageantry of ceremonial occasions.

The University Presidential Medallion

The University Presidential Medallion, a traditional symbol of authority of the Office of the President, is a 14k gold replica of the University Seal, is 3 inches in diameter and is cast as a single piece.

The reverse side of the Medallion is engraved with the names the University has formally held since its inception: Dakota Agricultural College, 1884-1889; South Dakota Agricultural College, 1890-1907; South Dakota State College of Agricultural and Mechanic Arts, 1907-June 30, 1964; and South Dakota State University, July 1, 1964-Present.

The University Presidential Medallion was designed by Sioux Falls artist Jurek Jakowicz and was presented as a gift to the University by the SDSU Foundation. The Medallion is part of the University’s heritage and will pass to future presidents. It is traditionally worn by the University president at important ceremonial occasions.
The Academic Processional

The academic processional, which precedes the graduation ceremonies on college and university campuses, is one of the oldest and most colorful customs that link 21st century education with its early origins.

To signify the achievements of their students, American institutions of higher learning conduct a formal ceremony to award the appropriate degrees earned at the conclusion of prescribed study. The action of taking the degree – associate, bachelor’s, master’s or doctor’s – as well as the designation of the day itself—is Commencement.

Various explanations of the term “commencement” are possible. The most likely is that centuries ago the bachelor, originally an apprentice, began his apprenticeship upon that day; and with the degree of M.A. and Ph.D., the masters and doctors commenced their work upon the day their degrees were conferred. So today, the student, having finished his/her preliminary education, sets out on a career.

The academic regalia worn at Commencement is of medieval origin. The scholars of Bologna, Paris, Oxford, Cambridge, Louvain and Heidelberg dressed in a manner to distinguish themselves from the merchants and other townspeople. Since the 11th century, when the rise of the universities began, “learned clerks” robed themselves in gowns, caps and hoods, thus marking a difference between “town and gown.”

By this apparel, they were recognized as belonging to the teaching guild which was the Guild of the Master of Arts. In this organization, the bachelor was the apprentice of the master. This relationship was the forerunner of today’s academic structure, which often includes graduate and/or teaching assistants (usually studying for advanced degrees).

Generally in Europe, a professor wears the type of garment customary in the university where he/she is lecturing. In the United States, our tradition differs; our professors continue to wear the gown and hood of the university where they received their highest degree.

The gown, in origin, may have been simply a type of overcoat to protect the teacher from the cold in the unheated buildings; the cut or style seems to be derived from ecclesiastical attire. It has usually been black. The gowns of bachelor’s and master’s are usually without trimmings of any sort, whereas those of doctors are faced down the front with velvet and adorned with three velvet bars on the sleeves.

The cap or “mortarboard” may have come from the squarish cap worn by the masons of the Middle Ages, or perhaps was suggested by the shape of the books which occupied so much of the time of scholars. Attached to a button on the “mortarboard” is a tassel; bachelor’s and master’s are black or the color appropriate to the subject; those of doctors black or golden. The tassel is worn on the left side by those who are receiving or have received a degree.

The hood, a triangular fold of cloth worn over the back of the gown, is faced with colors which denote the field of study represented by the wearer’s degree; the colors of the lining are those of the college or university from which the degree was granted. The length of the hood is correspondingly longer with each degree.

The wide velvet borders extending down the front of the doctoral gown, the velvet bar on the sleeves and the borders of most hoods are colored according to scholarly field of the wearer.

At South Dakota State University the tassel color signifies the college in which the degree is earned:

- Agriculture and Biological Science ..................Maize
- Arts and Sciences ..................White/Gold/Brown/Pink
- Education and Human Sciences ..........Light Blue
- Engineering .....................................................Orange
- Nursing..........................................................Apricot
- Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions.................................................Olive/Gold
- Engineering .....................................................Orange
- Nursing..........................................................Apricot
- Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions.................................................Olive/Gold
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Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback Honors College Distinction

Kira Aalberts
Aleesha Anderson
Anna Barr
Maggie Becher
Katelyn Berndt
Emily Berzonsky
Alexander Boerema
Abbigail Boerema
Kristi Bruening
Matthew Buenger
Lauren Buisker
Jacob Carsten
Jenna Christianson
Kaitlyn Cihoski
Jennifer Dailey
Rachel Eckhoff
Courtney Eidem
Sherif El-Gayar
Kylene Essen
Alexandra Farber
Kayla Flanagan
Sharon Folk
Jacob Ford
Khalil Ford
Erin Foth
Jacynda Gellhaus
Samantha Gervais
Joshua Goeden
Chase Habben
Michaela Hacker
Benjamin Halbkat
Melanie Heeren
Shannon Hegland
Kyle Hess
Haley Hinker
Samantha Hoppe
Ellen Hulterstrum
Jessica Lauren Johnson
Logan Gregory Johnson
Sara Jean Johnson
Laura Kelm
Joseph Kerykos
Rachel King
Camille Klima
Kevy Konyenbelt
Robert Kranz
Kaila Kuehn
Anna Kurtz
Katherine Lake
Martee Larson
Abby Lingle
Jessica Martinez
Kamille Massmann
Kristin McGee
Grant Metzger
Zulema Meza
Lindsay Miller
Meghan Minor
Julia Mochel
Hara Mubashir
Breanna Lee Mueller
Alyssa Mullaney
Amanda Muller
Zachary Needham
Mara Neitzel
Lindsay Newenhouse
Matthew Olson
Trevor Ostlund
Ravi Panchagnula
Madisen Payne
Jackson Pond
Kristi Pond
Franchesca Poppinga
Sydney Pridie
Rachel Propst
Nathan Remmich
Meredith Rigmaiden
Wyatt Rumrill
Kjersten Sankey
Andrew Schaeffer
Anna Schleper
Brennen Schmitt
Jessica Schultz
Sidney Snyder
Peder Solberg
Natalie Sovell
Alexander Steed
Brett Struve
Madsen Swift
Ross Syllie
Brenton Thompson
Joshua Thurow
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Tursam</td>
<td>Alexandra Vicek</td>
<td>Lindsay Wipf</td>
<td>Logan Zeisler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Urban</td>
<td>Dominick Weber</td>
<td>Colette Woyke</td>
<td>Kendra Zirpel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Venner</td>
<td>Karee Wicks</td>
<td>Marie Zander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recognition of Academic Achievement**

**HONOR SOCIETY STUDENT MEMBERS**

**GOLDEN KEY**
(International Honour Society)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katryna K. Bart</td>
<td>Megan H. Ganschow</td>
<td>Madisen E. Payne</td>
<td>Madisen J. Swift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassie R. Beckett</td>
<td>James P. Gray</td>
<td>Haley M. Pazour</td>
<td>Erinn Temple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Rae Berndt</td>
<td>Molly Francis Grell</td>
<td>Kaelyn A. Platz</td>
<td>Bridgett A. Tuschen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Nella Bertolini</td>
<td>Dallas P/ Hellmann</td>
<td>Nathan E. Remmich</td>
<td>Melissa A. Tweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Buenger</td>
<td>Kailyn M. Hochstein</td>
<td>Meredith K. Rigmaiden</td>
<td>Rebecca L. Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylind A. Dvoracek</td>
<td>Caitlyn M. Hugues</td>
<td>Anna Rose Schleper</td>
<td>Jacob G. Vitek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney M. Eidem</td>
<td>Grant E. Metzger</td>
<td>Onna M. Scott</td>
<td>Lexi A. Weisbeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Y. Ellison</td>
<td>Asuka Ohno</td>
<td>Corbin R. Smith</td>
<td>Lindsay Wipf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy A. Fast</td>
<td>Brianna J. Orcutt</td>
<td>Julia P. Sparling</td>
<td>Rawson W. Yost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahlil E. Ford</td>
<td>Alyssa J. Otto</td>
<td>Hannah J. Swanson</td>
<td>Nikki Lynn Zobel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORTAR BOARD**
(Senior Honor Society)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James Buenger</td>
<td>Amber Lee Hopkins</td>
<td>Mikaela Neubauer</td>
<td>Bridgett Ann Tuschen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Mae Bunge</td>
<td>Destiny Faith Jorenby</td>
<td>Cody Douglas Sadler</td>
<td>Hannah Marie Wilner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Kay Gottsleben</td>
<td>Youngdeok Lee</td>
<td>Coralett Donnet Segrist</td>
<td>Nikki Lynn Zobel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Kristine Gregoire</td>
<td>Camille Marie Massmann</td>
<td>Reice William Tiernan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER OF OMEGA**
(Greek)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitchel Adams</td>
<td>Michaela Hacker</td>
<td>Amanda Lindquist</td>
<td>Tammy Putz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Brumels</td>
<td>Connor Hall</td>
<td>Breanna Mueller</td>
<td>Kristina Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Frosig</td>
<td>Kevin Hanson</td>
<td>Zach Needham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Habben</td>
<td>Dallas Hellmann</td>
<td>Aricka O’Gorman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PHI KAPPA PHI**
(General University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pius Reydeng Agyemang</td>
<td>Chelsie Marie Bakken</td>
<td>Valeriah Rose Big Eagle</td>
<td>Lindsey Marie Buehner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Harold Albert</td>
<td>McKenna Lee Barness</td>
<td>Katelynne Anne Blades</td>
<td>Paige Deonne Bultena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasia Leila Alhamra</td>
<td>Lindsey Shay Bartley</td>
<td>Trista Marie Borgwardt</td>
<td>Oliver U Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Michelle Anderson</td>
<td>Emily Lynn Bertolotto</td>
<td>Jason J Brenden</td>
<td>Santosh Chapagain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Kaye Anderson</td>
<td>Dwarka Bhattarai</td>
<td>Curtis William Brodd</td>
<td>Ke Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex James Anderson</td>
<td>Allison Annie Bich</td>
<td>Morgan Elizabeth Brower</td>
<td>Alyssa Lyn Christianson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONFERRING DEGREES IN:

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
JEROME J. LOHR COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
10 am Commencement Program

PROCSSIONAL
“Pomp and Circumstance” by Edward Elgar/arr. James Coull
SDSU Symphonic Band
Jacob Wallace, D.M.A., Director
Kevin Kessler, D.M.A., Director

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
“Star Spangled Banner” by Francis Scott Key/Arr. James Coull
SDSU Symphonic Band

INTRODUCTIONS
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University

HONORARY MARSHALS
Carol Johnston, Ph.D., Emeritus Professor, Natural Resource Management
Alireza Salehnia, Ph.D., Professor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

RECOGNITION OF LEADERSHIP TO SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
“Live Your Life on Solid Ground”
Larry Tidemann
Retired Associate Dean, Cooperative Extension Service Director, Legislator

RECOGNITION OF HONORARY DEGREE
Larry Tidemann

RECOGNITION OF STUDENT HONORS
Dennis D. Hedge, Pharm.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF ARMY AND AIR FORCE COMMISSIONEES
Lt. Col. Brian K. Schroeder, Air Force ROTC
Lt. Col. Stephen Sewell, Army ROTC

INDUCTION INTO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Andi Fouberg, President and CEO of the South Dakota State University Alumni Association

COMMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATING CLASS
Madison Hokanson, Agriculture Education, Communication and Leadership

AUTHORIZATION OF DEGREES
The Honorable David Mickelson, South Dakota Board of Regents

PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE CLASS
Anne Fennell, SDSU Faculty Senate and Professor, Agronomy, Horticulture and Plant Science

CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University
and College Deans

“Ring the Bell” by Stan Schleuter
SDSU Symphonic Band
Lyrics on page 49

CLOSING COMMENTS
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University

RECESSIONAL
“Fanfare, March and Celebration” by James Coull
SDSU Symphonic Band
Processional

BANNER CARRIERS
Nels Troelstrup, Ph.D., College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences
Dennis Helder, Ph.D., Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering
Ross Abraham, Ph.D., Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback Honors College
Madhav Nepal, Ph.D., College of Natural Sciences
Becka Foerster, M.S., College of Nursing
Anne Fennell, Ph.D., Faculty

FACULTY MARSHALS
Donna Flint, Ph.D., Assistant Department Head/Professor, Mathematics and Statistics
Cody Wright, Ph.D., Professor, Animal Science

PRESENTATION OF COLORS:
Gavin Doering, Air Force ROTC
Benjamin Williams, Air Force ROTC
Jacob Burton, Army ROTC
Kordell Buyck, Army ROTC

WAPA’HA OR EAGLE STAFF
The staff represents honor and tradition and symbolizes the spirit of leadership, achievement, bravery and sacredness. Representations of the staff can be seen at the beginning of an event or ceremony. As the staff is carried in front of the procession, it is a reflection of the core philosophy that embodies the founding principles of respect.

INTERNATIONAL SASHES
International graduates participating in today’s commencement ceremonies are wearing sashes that allow them to proudly represent their countries. The colors within each sash represent the colors of their nation’s flag.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
South Dakota State University is located on the ancestral territory of the Oceti Sakowin (Seven Council Fires), an alliance that consisted of the Santee, Yankton and Teton Lakota. They are commonly known as the Sioux by non-native people. The seven tribes now occupy nine different reservations in South Dakota. The nine reservations are: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, Crow Creek Sioux Tribe, Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, Lower Brule Sioux Tribe, Oglala Sioux Tribe, Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the Yankton Sioux Tribe.

As part of our university’s effort to enact inclusive practices, this acknowledgment serves as a reminder that before this site was called SDSU, it was called home to Native Nations indigenous to this location.
Carol Johnston, Ph.D.

HONORARY MARSHAL

B.S., CORNELL UNIVERSITY, 1974
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON, 1977
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON, 1982

Professor Emerita Carol A. Johnston taught hundreds of students in South Dakota State University ecology and environmental science courses before retiring in January 2019. Her research on wetlands and land-use change brought in $3.59 million in grant awards. Johnston is the most-cited author at SDSU, having written or served as a co-author for seven books and 169 research papers that have been cited more than 12,500 times.

In addition to her teaching and research, she advised undergraduate and graduate students and the SDSU Ecology Club.

A fellow of the Society of Wetland Scientists, a 3,000-member professional society, Johnston also served as the society’s president. She received the 2009 National Wetlands Award for Science Research from the Environmental Law Institute in Washington, D.C. Johnston has also been elected or appointed to committees of the National Academy of Science, the U.S. EPA Science Advisory Board, the Soil Science Society of America and the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science.

Johnston received her master’s and doctoral degrees in soil science from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Before coming to SDSU in 2003, she was employed by the University of Minnesota-Duluth and the National Science Foundation.
Alireza Salehnia, Ph.D.

HONORARY MARSHAL

B.S., IRANIAN INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED ACCOUNTING, 1975
MBA, CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY, 1977
Ph.D., THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA, 1989

Alireza Salehnia joined South Dakota State University as an assistant professor in August 1989. During his stay, he has taught almost every undergraduate and five graduate computer science courses.

He had numerous roles in the Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering such as acting department head and coordinator of the computer science and software engineering programs. In addition, he helped establish the M.S. in computer science program. He served as an evaluator of the NSF OMEGA scholarship committee as well as a judge for the South Central South Dakota Science and Engineering Fair.

His research and scholarly activity included a $1.2 million OMEGA/STEM grant from the National Science Foundation. He was also named a visiting scholar at EROS Data Center/NASA and produced more than 40 peer-reviewed papers nationally and internationally.

Salehnia has advised more than 300 undergraduate students, including more than 40 computer science and information management students, and mentored 30 STEM scholarship recipients.

Salehnia was also active with the Brookings County Red Cross and the Brookings Human Rights Committee.
Larry Tidemann grew up on a farm near Baltic, South Dakota, and graduated from Baltic High School. He received a bachelor’s degree in dairy science from SDSU in 1970 and was commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army. He earned his Master of Science in dairy nutrition in 1972.

Tidemann began his professional career as a county extension agent in Lincoln County in 1972, where he worked for 11 years providing educational programs in 4-H youth development, agriculture and rural development. While in Lincoln County, he and other community leaders were successful in starting two rural water systems in Lincoln and Union counties.

In 1983, Tidemann became the agriculture and natural resources program leader for the SDSU Cooperative Extension Service. He later was named director of Cooperative Extension and associate dean of agriculture, a position he held until his retirement in 2004, completing a 32-year career with SDSU.

Even though he retired from SDSU, he never stopped working in support of his alma mater. In 2004, he was elected to the South Dakota State Legislature as a representative from District 7 in Brookings County. After three terms in the State House of Representatives, he was elected as a state senator and completed his fourth term last year. He served on the appropriations committee all 14 years and was chair or vice chair for 11 of those years. During his tenure in the South Dakota legislature, more than $500 million in building projects for SDSU were authorized, along with funding to support student scholarships, research projects and several other pieces of legislation that have had a significant impact on SDSU.

He and his wife, Gail, a former dean at SDSU, have two grown sons.
Madison Hokanson
STUDENT SPEAKER

Maddie Hokanson is a senior from Goodhue, Minnesota, graduating in agricultural education, communication and leadership. She grew up as the seventh generation on her family’s pig and cattle farm. Desiring to remain tied directly to agriculture, Hokanson will return to her family’s farm to work as the accountant while also continuing in communications for several companies in the agriculture industry. She and her husband, Eric, who is also graduating from SDSU today, will be moving to Wanamingo, Minn.

While attending SDSU, Hokanson was active in numerous organizations including Little International where she was the 96th secretary, Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow as president and Sigma Alpha Agricultural Sorority serving as the 2018 first vice president. She was also an ambassador for the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences. She worked with Robert Thaler and the National Pork Board’s “Operation Main Street” program to give virtual tours of the SDSU Swine Education and Research Unit to national audiences.
Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees
President Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D.

COLLEGE OF NURSING
The Candidates Will Be Presented By

ROBERTA OLSON, Ph.D.
INTERIM DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Kathryn Christine Beck ††
Lia Nella Bertolini †
Emily Lynn Bertolotto ††
Micaela Joy Besser †
Zachary Charles Birklund
Savannah Marie Bolbies* 
Nathan Joseph Bostic
Alan Mathew Breck
Curtis William Brodd †
Melissa Brown Bueno
Paige Deonne Bulteren †† ††
Shayla Danielle Burton* 
MacKenzie Marie Buse* 
Carly Rose Byrne †
Molly Elizabeth Cape †
Shannon Theresa Chase* †
Jacey Elizabeth Chortlon
Savannah Rose Conyers* 
Samuel Scott Corbett
Maria Jean Corio
Lesley Kay Cornell
Amanda Caitlynn Culberson
Madisen Paige Dean
Megan Taylor DeBoer ††
Kari Danielle Dockendorf †
Abby Jo Drew* †
Brianna Rae Erickson* †
Kylee Elizabeth Essen †
Brendon John Eymer
Collin Michael Fanton
Kennedy Alexis Fast †
Abbey Lee Fjeldheim* †
Kayla Marie Flanagan†
Coral Marie Franklin* 
Alyssa Anne Friesner* 
Victoria Barbara Galas* 
Carlie Rose Goranovski* 
Leah Nicole Goulet
Gabrielle Joy Graham* †
Katelynn Marie Gray
Baylee Jordan Groos †
Sarah Elizabeth Haak ††
Kaleza Mae Hageman* †
Anna Lynn Hahn* 
Jordan Marie Hanisch
Alexis Kaitlyn Hanson-McNeil* †
Allison Marie Harris
Jordan Shae Hauger
Shelby Lynn Hauswedell
Tara Jo Heinz ††
Dallas Payge Hellmann* †
Jessica Ann Henkel
Kristen Evelyn Holmberg* 
Maryn Renee Howard ††
Alysia Ortez Hunter* 
Anna Katherine Iverson †
Timothy Paul Jackson
Cassie Leigh Jacobsen
Rachel E Janssen ††
Megan Marie Jensen* 
Elizabeth Clark Job
Olivia Danielle Johansen
Kaci Leanne Johnson †
Rebecca Lee Johnson
Courtney Jean Jorgenson
Ellyn Renee Julius* 
Kirstan Nicole Keffeler
Abigail Marjorie Kephart
Sarah Anne Kiser
Rebecca Mary Klein ††
Taylor Lynn Knudson †††
Allison Jean Lambert
Morgan Ashley Laub †
Morgan Hoffbeck Lavoy* †
Kory Brian Lindquist
Joshua Daniel Long
Hannah Alexandra Lund* †
Emily Marie Mabon †
Emily Vicki Mandel
Jordan Lea Marotz
Lauren Alexis McCreeery* †
Kristin Ann-Marie McGee †† ††
Morgan Faithe McKinney
Allison Jaye Metzger †
Alyssa Marie Meyer* †
Samantha Erin Meyer* 
Antonia Michelle Montoya* 
Amy Erin Morman †
Krista Johanna Motzko* 
Kaylee Ann Muller ††
Cally Jeannine Neises
Devin Nicole Nelson* 
Chloe Hanna Nielsen* 
Emma Lynn Nyquist
Megan Dawn Odegard* 
Susie Jane Olson
Alyssa Jean Otto †
Sadie Jo Paumen* 
Haley Marie Pazour ††
Kendra Alison Peck ††
Onna Marie Petersen ††
Adrienn Carol Peterson ††
Andrea Renea Pommer
Reegyn Alyssa Powers †
Kliesten Marie Prokoop
Leah Noel Queck
Sarah Michelle Rathbun
Megan Alexi Reno* ††
Kendra Mae Riley* 
Emily Anne Sass* 
Frances Joy Shepherd †
Bailey Ann Sherwood †
Jordon Kelsey Silbernagel ††
Hanna Rae Slagle* †
Aubrey Christine Snell†
Katherine Elizabeth Soliday†
Devin Renee Soliz
Kesha Anne Sonnenburg* 
Sarah E Sperl
Christopher John Stanford
Amanda Marie Stassen
Alexandra Rose Steckler* 
Kaitlyn Danielle Stein* 
Leah Marie Steiner †† ††
Drew Matthew Stephens
Jill Marie Stoks
Brett Madison Struve ††
Rebecca Lynn Susenmihl †
Theresa Ann Tatten
Brittney Ryan Thiel
Tessa Leigh Tigert
Allison Anne Treinen
Jourdan Shaye Tuttel* †
Madison Marie Ughtyl
Mariah Anne VanderWai†
Julie Erin VanKuilen ††
Morgan Marie Walz
Jenna Michelle Weaver
Dominick Steven Weber* †
Jarah Ann Weeks ††

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Hope Alexandra Weihe †††
Brittany Loreen Welbig †††
Mikayla Marie Wendland †††
Shelby Jaelyn Westergaard †††
Hannah Marie Williams †
Alec Brea Williamson
Kelsi Kay Wipf* †
Tasia Mary Woelber
Brandilyn Beverly Wolles
Angela Marie Wollmann
Emily Katherine Woodward
MacKenzie Kay Zimmerman* †
Rebecca Ann Zinniel*
Nikki Lynn Zobel †††

Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering

The Candidates Will Be Presented By

Bruce Berdanier, Ph.D.
Dean of the College

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering

Jordan Brentson Beck
Matthew Lawrence Cole
Michael Richard Schultz ††
Macey Kay Zeinstra
Nathan Joseph Benson †††
Tia Marie Muller
Shelby Allison Wrage
Gabrielle Lyn Ziese
Nicholas Robert Carroll

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Ahmed Yasser Fikry Abouelhassan †
Ali Jasim Mohammed Al Inizi
Muhammad Ibrahim Alkhairi
Abdullah Alqudaishi
Shahad MJMA Alqudaishi
Yousef Amin Al-Wreidat
Abigail Rae Berg
Cassandra Leigh Borden
Isiah Charles Bubany
Matthew James Buenger †††
Tyler Jacob Cleveland †
Taylor Ann Duerr
Meagan Marie Eggleston-Davis
Gunarnar Chapman Ensz
Aumanel Sisay Gebre
Jenna Brooke Girard
Evan Jon Greeneway †
Saumya Gupta
Riley William Heck
Ezekial Eldon Hilmoe
Matthew Lee Hoffman ††
Graham William Huckins
Jamie Elizabeth Hyde*
Sam Lyle Ireland †
Gunnar Schurmann Kern
Brad Alan Koch ††
William Harvey Koch
Andrea Leigh Kramer*
Pratik Modani
Nathan Glenn Muschamp †
Joshua James Nelson
Rosanna Maria Novellino
Nicholas August Peterson ††
Prateek Rai
Jared James Rothmeier
Sara Ann Schoening
Daniel William Sitter
Theodore David Sjurseth ††
John Allen Stearns †
Jordan David Tweed
Rebecca Lynn Urban
Benjamin Whalen Walter
Matthew Alan Warejcka
Cody Adam Willett
Nicholas John Zolnowsky

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Rezvi Ahmed
Clay Daniel Christianson
Adam Daniel Decker
Jacob Allen Gordon
Jonathan Robert Hedman ††
Jared Douglas Hudson
Craig Thomas Jorgensen
Mark David Kirschchenman* †
Kyle Benjamin Kolda
Yasindu Randil Pathirana †
Daniel Marshall Pengra
Benjamin James Rolf
Andrew Lee Serie ††
Jacob Tyler Simondet
Jaden Peter Stading
Minxuan Sun
Abu Daud Talukder †
Brock Lem Totman
Sean Alexandre Walter
Hindapotheeni Pubudu Supun
Wijesooriya

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Bachelor of Science in Construction Management

Naif Dhaifallah Alaboud
Connor Jens Buell
Brody Darrell Lee Elkins
Andrew Taylor Forest
Gregor Scott Fraser
Thane Thomas Goetz
Kaitlin Elizabeth Groendyk
Christopher Duncan Gullickson
Kyle William Hansen
Trevor Eugene Hanzlik
Wesley Jacob Heinricy
Blake Michael Hess
Justin Charles Imm††
Adam Robin Karst
Olivia Antoinette Kragt
Kirk Henry Kranz
Cody Casmer Latusek
Alexander Eugene Madson
Darin John Maier
Spencer Robert Millar
Riley Johns Schmidt†
Lee Stanley Smith
Tanner Benjamin Solberg
Jacob Roger Travis*

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or ‡ Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.

Bachelor of Science in Data Science

Samuel Garrett Ivanecky †††

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Mohamed Magdy Hassan Ayoub
Naif Yahya Hussein Bardan
Erin Lindsey Benson
Sterling Eliseo Berg†
Samuel Curtis Bisgard
Dugan Robert Bradley
Brant John Burckhard
Devin Vernon Cressy
Cole Michael Donahue
Jared Dean Fusselman†
Matthew Robert Knutson††
Mariangel Machado Gimenez
Grant Eugene Metzger†††
Amanda Marie Muller†
Nathan Zachary Reinhout
Dylan Paul Schueler†
Evan Christopher Tarrell†
Brenton William Thompson††

Bachelor of Science in Electronics Engineering Technology

Talal Alshehri*
Jeremy David Brinkman
Dustin Edward Dodd*
Sindhu Manchenahalli Lakshmi Nar*†
Eugene Lorenzo Morley*
Jacob Dana Nachreiner*
Logan Aaron Negus
Chol Aduong Riak
William Russell Schneider

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics

Max David Ausdemore
Samantha Ann Bridges
Kimberly Denese Coats
Brodrick Russell Gilbertson†
Brandon Luvern Hansen
Riley John Haug
Michelle Kathryn Hecht†††
Jonathan Robert Hedman†††
Hannah Lynn Huss
Samuel Garrett Ivanecky†††
Matthew Michael Knecht†
Lexi Nicole LaFave††
Jake Ryan Larson
Kristina Marie Luczak
Sierra Deann Lutz*††
Jacie Bernice McDonald
Cole Nicholas Meester†††
Sydney Meray Palmer
Nathan Evan Remmich††
Anna Rose Schleper††
Timothy Donald Slavik
Alexander Remington Wade†
Patrick Joseph Weinandt
Alex Christopher Wieseler†

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Emily Marie Anderson
Taylor Kaitlyn Anderson
Reid Allen Behrens
Samuel David Blair
Logan Troy Boettcher
Jason J Brenden†
Nicholas Allen Covington
Kenny Ngoy Diaminda
Bradley Patrick Drake†
Matthew James Fitzgerald
Jacob Daniel Gangelhoff††
Adam Lee Geffre

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Bachelor of Science in Operations Management

Tanya Ann Anderson ††
Brady Alan Dam

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences

The Candidates Will Be Presented By

JOHN KILLEFER, Ph.D.
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences

Keith Jeffrey Abraham, Agricultural Business
Morgan Ann Ackerman, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †
Aszhia Katherine Albrecht, Agricultural Science
Brock Jeffrey Anderson, Agricultural Systems Technology
Haley Marie Virginia Anderson, Animal Science
Malorie Jeanne Anderson*, Agricultural Business, Animal Science
Anthony Albert Anker, Agricultural Business
Conner Dwayne Archer, Precision Agriculture
Colton Paul Arends, Agricultural Business
Adam Joseph Arens, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Jacob John Artt, Agricultural Business
Rachel Grace Bakker, Agricultural Business
Kirsten Rae Barott, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †
Tanner Thomas Baustian, Animal Science ††
Jarid Michael Bechen, Agricultural Business ††
Brianna Michele Becher, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences

Maggie Ann Becher, Food Science †††
Amy Jo Beckstrand, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership, Animal Science
Jamie Lee Beckstrand*, Agricultural Business
Kurt James Beidler, Agricultural Business
Marissa Nicole Bergseng, Animal Science
Katelyn Rae Berndt, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership ††
Natasha Marie Bettin, Animal Science
Turner James Blasius, Agricultural Business ††
Jacob Anton Boerboom, Agricultural Systems Technology
Matthew Bryan Borah, Horticulture
JasiAnna Christine Borman, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Tonner Lee Bowman, Agronomy
Devin Lee Brand*, Agricultural Business †††
Tanner Anthony Brandt, Agricultural Science
Shawn Thomas Branine*, Agronomy

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Brandon Thomas Bratsch, Agricultural Science
Elliot William Braun, Agricultural Business
Kurt Kendall Braun, Agronomy ††
Austin Jeffrey Broin, Agricultural Business
Carla Ann Bromenschinkey, Dairy Manufacturing, Dairy Production
Kaitlynn Autumn Brouwer*, Animal Science
Joshua Allen Brown, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Tyler Gene Brown, Agricultural Science
Jaxson James Brueggeman, Agronomy
Elizabeth Marie Buckhaus, Animal Science
Leah Mary Bunkers, Agronomy
Michael Gary Burival, Agricultural Science
Nathan Jed Byers, Agronomy
Jacob Perry Carsten, Agricultural Business †
McKenna Maraé Cech, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Stephanie Ann Choudek, Agricultural Science
Kaitlynn A Cihoski, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences †
Dorothea Jo Clark*, Animal Science
Hannah Kristine Colgrove, Agricultural Business
Alexander Jon Colling, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Jasmine Maria Collins, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Tate Lowell Corporon, Agricultural Science
Ian Patrick Cote, Agricultural Business
Sydney Elayne Cowan*, Animal Science
Aaron Michael Cuthrell, Natural Resource Law Enforcement, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Alex Ryan Dahle, Agricultural Systems Technology
Jennifer Anne Dailey, Ecology and Environmental Science †
Matthew Neil Dehn*, Agronomy
Peyton Lesley De Jong, Agricultural Science †
Alexis Rae Derrickson, Animal Science
Jon Paul Dilworth, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Annie Faulhaber Dion, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Jennifer Kelly Domanski, Dairy Manufacturing
Daniel Stephan Domenichini, Dairy Manufacturing
Abigail Marie Donkers, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Dusty Pearl Dykstra, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †††
Brandon Felix Ebert, Agricultural Science †
Lance Donald Eide*, Agricultural Business †††
Samantha Rose Ellison, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Elisabeth Mari Else, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
MiKayla Marie Emanuel, Animal Science
Jason Robert Eral, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Breck Johnathon Erickson, Agricultural Science
Michaela Christine Erickson, Animal Science
Reed Allen Feller, Agronomy
Isaac William Fest, Agronomy
Lacey Catherine Fields, Agricultural Science
Leigha Sabrina Filla*, Agricultural Science
Craig Channing Fishel, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
David George Flanery, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Eric Mitchell Flanigan, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Tristin Michael Flehe, Agricultural Business
Sharon Elizabeth Folk, Agronomy ††
Cody James Franken, Animal Science
Ashley Ann Froke, Agricultural Systems Technology, Agricultural Business* †
Laura K Frye*, Dairy Production
Krista Lynn Fuoss, Animal Science †††
Kelsey Rae Garber, Animal Science
Emily Marie Gasou, Agricultural Business ††
Timothy John Gassman, Agricultural Systems Technology
Amanda Marie Gehm, Animal Science ††
Kristen Anne Giefer, Ecology and Environmental Science †
Landon Wayne Giles, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Cody Allen Gilliland, Agronomy
Mallory Anne Glisczinski, Agricultural Business
Ian James Grassel, Agricultural Business
Olivia Morgan Grave, Animal Science ††
Zachery Joseph Grygiel, Agronomy
Alex Bjorn Guttormsson, Agronomy
Seth Travis Gutz, Agricultural Science
Autumn Elane Haan, Animal Science †††
William Joseph Haas, Agronomy
Samantha Jo Hagedorn, Agricultural Business †
Marcus Paul Hahn, Agricultural Business
Cole David Halvorson, Dairy Manufacturing
Logan Kyle Hammer, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Joseph Robert Hankins*, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Lacey Christine Hansen, Agricultural Science, Animal Science ††
Hailey Shirrle’ Hanson, Agricultural Systems Technology†
Shelby M Hanson, Agricultural Business
Benjamin Clay Hanzen, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences †††
Jacob Lyndon Harms, Agricultural Business †††
Matthew Allen Harpestad, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Tye Allen Harris, Agricultural Business
Alyssa Rowan Hatcher, Animal Science
Cole Emil Hauge, Agricultural Business
Stephanie Sue Hauger, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Agricultural and Resource Economics

Tayler Renee Keyser, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Mariah Lee Kessler, Agriculture
Caleb John Kervin*, Agriculture, Animal Science
Hannah Suzanne Kast*, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Leadership
Angelica Allison Kasper, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Adam Jacob Kappes, Animal Science
Wyatt Chandler Hespe, Agricultural Systems Technology
Braedon Daniel Hinker, Agronomy
Katherine Rose Hodge, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership, Animal Science
Carson Joshua Hofer*, Agricultural Business
Hiedi JoAnn Hoftiezer, Horticulture
Eric Eugene Hokanson, Agricultural Systems Technology
Madison Leigh Hokanson, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Erin Elizabeth Holdsclaw, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Harley John Hoogendoorn, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Nickales Forrest Hossle, Agricultural Science
Jacob Jonathan Howard, Agricultural Systems Technology
Jordanne Samantha Howe, Agronomy
Jennifer Rose Huber, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Zoey Elizabeth Huntley, Agricultural Science
Patrick O’Neil Hybertson, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Carlie Jackson, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Reid Alan Jensen, Agronomy
Jacob Ray Jewett*, Dairy Manufacturing
Riley George Johnsen, Agricultural Science
Jeremiah William Johnson*, Animal Science
Reed Michael Johnson, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Ryan Walter Johnson, Agricultural Business
Samuel Grant Johnson, Animal Science
Brody Kester Jones, Agricultural Systems Technology
Vance Randall Jones, Ecology and Environmental Science
Shaye Jean Jungwirth, Animal Science
Wyatt John Kaping, Agronomy
Adam Jacob Kappes, Agricultural Business
Angelica Allison Kasper, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Hannah Suzanne Kast*, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Caleb John Kervin*, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Mariah Lee Kessler, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Tayler Renee Keyser, Animal Science
Austin Lee Kittelson, Agricultural Science
Anthony John Kjolsing, Agricultural Business
James John Kleinschmit*, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Jaclynn Marie Knutson, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Keaton Wayne Knutson, Agricultural Science
Megan Elaine Knutson, Agricultural Science
Matthew John Koch, Agronomy
Lane John Konrad, Agricultural Business
Mohit Manoj Kotkar, Dairy Manufacturing
Alison Marie Krieger, Agricultural Business
Callie Marie Kukuchka, Animal Science
Colton Robert Kunkel, Animal Science
Brandon Steven Laborde, Agricultural Business
Scott Leonard Lanoue*, Agricultural Science
Wyatt Lee Larson, Agricultural Systems Technology
Jennifer Marie LaVoy, Agronomy
Dustin Andrew Lehr**, Agricultural Systems Technology
Nicholas David Lein*, Agricultural Science
Dylan John Lick, Agricultural and Resource Economics
Luke Gerald Lick, Agricultural Systems Technology
Zackery Oscar Louwagie, Agricultural Systems Technology
Austin Michael Maag, Agronomy
Alysha Marie Madsen, Dairy Manufacturing
Michael Andrew Madsen, Agronomy
Sarah Marie Manderfeld, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Lane Thomas Marienau, Agricultural Science
Andrew Calvin Marx, Agricultural Science
Lesley Ann Mason, Animal Science
Gabriel Lang McKinney, Ecology and Environmental Science
Mitchel Thomas Mehlfaf, Agronomy
Haley Elizabeth Meier, Agricultural Business
Nicholas William Meixell, Agricultural Systems Technology
Cameron James Mendedoht*, Agricultural Science
Austin Eugene Messmer, Agricultural Business
Alexandra Brooks Miller, Agricultural Science
Uday Mishra, Food Science
Reed Matthew Mitchell*, Natural Resource Law Enforcement, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Elizabeth Anne Mitzel*, Animal Science
Allison Irene Mockler, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Alicia Jean Mogler, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Taylor Rose Moline, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or ‡ Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Christopher John Monnier*, Agricultural Science
Derek Jeffrey Moore, Agricultural Business
Landon Edward Morlock*, Agricultural Business
Aaron Paul Mueller, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences †††
Breanna Lee Mueller, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †
Jennifer Ann Mueller*, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †
Riley Robert Mullaney, Agricultural Business
Renee Larissa Nehring, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Henry Oskar Neyens, Ecology and Environmental Science
Ashlee Marie Nilson, Ecology and Environmental Science
Matthew Pearson Obermeyer, Animal Science
Nicholas James O’Connell, Agricultural Business
William Merritt O’Connor, Agricultural Science
Caitlin Hannah Oeltjenbruns, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Madison Louise Okerstrom, Dairy Production †
Bailey Amanda Olson, Animal Science
Connor Joseph Olson, Agricultural Science
Luke Fredrick Orr, Animal Science †††
Robert William Orsten, Animal Science
Nicholas Alan Overgaard*, Agricultural Science †††
Jacquelyn Marie Pajl, Animal Science
David James Parsley, Agronomy
Jennifer Ellen Perryman, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Lonnie Carl Petersens, Agricultural Science
Derek Nels Peterson, Animal Science
Kaelyn Anne Platz, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †††
Justin Robert Plimpton, Agronomy
Leah Genevieve Polejewski*, Animal Science
Austin Matthew Popken, Agricultural Systems Technology
Megan Jo Popkes, Animal Science †
Kayla Jane Post, Dairy Manufacturing, Dairy Production
Alexandra Anna Preszler*, Animal Science ††
Sydney Lynn Pridie, Agronomy ††
Travis Greg Pundsack, Agronomy
Tamara Jane Putz, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †††
Shantel Hope Raatz, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Madelyn Louise Regier, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Robert Joseph Reifenrath, Agricultural Systems Technology, Agricultural and Resource Economics †††
Joshua Bryan Reimers, Agronomy †
Ashley Marie Reiner, Animal Science
Emily Ann Resch, Food Science
Dylan Wyatt Riedl, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Sidney JoLyn Riemenschneider*, Animal Science
Nolan Robert Rine, Ecology and Environmental Science
Jackson Kenneth Ringkob, Agricultural Business
Rebecca Lynn Roberson, Dairy Manufacturing ††
Marcus Christian Rodriguez*, Animal Science
Blake Alan Roetman, Rangeland Ecology and Management, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences †
Kathryn Marie Rogers, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership †††
Daniel Jon Riker, Agricultural Science, Animal Science †
Austin Travis Rossow, Animal Science
Brendan Michael Roth, Agricultural Science, Agricultural Systems Technology ††
Christian JJ Rozeboom*, Animal Science
Martina Gabrielle Rutledge, Animal Science
Thomas Benjamin Salentiny*, Animal Science
Jacob Peter Samuelson, Agronomy
Mary Sarah Marie Sauber*, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Benjamin William Edward Sayers, Agricultural Business
Samantha Lynn Schaefer, Animal Science
Payton Nicole Schafers, Horticulture ††
Michael William Schettler, Agricultural Business ††
Brandon Casey Schietelbein, Agronomy
Skyler James Schietelbein, Agricultural Business
Star Christine Schipper, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Connor J Schlotfeldt, Agricultural Business
Lacey Laverne Schmitz, Animal Science
Kyle Allen Schnabel, Agricultural Systems Technology
Kacy Marie Schniedermeyer, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Andrea Marie Schubloom, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership ††
Madison Paige Schwartz, Animal Science
Zachary Taylor Schwartz, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Christopher Dean Seylar*, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Spencer Allen Shaw*, Agronomy
Andrew Peter Shutrop, Animal Science
Han Si, Dairy Manufacturing
Whitley Ann Sieverding*, Animal Science
Katelyn Ann Siltanen, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership, Animal Science
Troy Kermit Skaar*, Precision Agriculture
Chelsea Lynne Smith, Dairy Production
Rochelle Mary Smith, Animal Science
Lesley Jody Soles, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or ††† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Grant William Sonnek, Agricultural Science
Derek Thomas Soukup, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Zachary Joseph Sousa, Dairy Manufacturing
Penny Jane Speich, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Andrea Marie Strong, Animal Science
John David Stubbenick, Precision Agriculture ††
Julia Marie Stueven, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Shianne Marie Teas, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership, Animal Science

Makayla Ann Tepfer, Agricultural Business
Kyle Jordan Tews, Dairy Production
Jana Joy Thorstenson, Agricultural Business †††
Nicholas Frederick Timmerman, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Mitchell Anthony Timp, Dairy Manufacturing
Abigail Lynn Toft, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Samantha Joy Toft, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Amanda Jo Tolzin, Agricultural Science
Daniel Todd Tomasello, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Antonio Orencio Topete, Natural Resource Law Enforcement

Alex John Toupal*, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Chauncey George Trapp, Agricultural Science
Jessica Lee Triebwasser, Agricultural Business
Seth Hawken Tupper, Agricultural Business
Dillon Lee Van Holland, Animal Science
Kyle Christian Wouter Van Laren*, Precision Agriculture
Rebecca Lynn Van Regenmorter, Agronomy ††
Travis Allen Vander Streek, Animal Science †††
Jared Scott VanRyswyk*, Ecology and Environmental Science

Natala Magdalena Vermeulen*, Agricultural Business
Abigail Joy Vlaminck, Agricultural Business †
Alexandra Jo Vlcek, Agronomy, Animal Science ††
Danielle Carter Voelkel, Animal Science
Benjamin Conrad Wagner, Agricultural Systems Technology
Sara Ann Wambke, Agricultural Science
Libbey Mae Warner, Animal Science
Tyler Dean Warren, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Rebecca Rae Watkins, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences †
Jarod Michael Weber, Agricultural Business †
Thomas Paul Weikle*, Agricultural Science
Joshua Alan Weinheimer, Agricultural Business †††
Haidee Ellen Wersal, Animal Science
Dylan Wayne Wicks, Agricultural Science
Andrew Todd Wiebenga, Agricultural Systems Technology
Natasha Kari Wiest**, Animal Science
Samantha Renee Williams, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Hannah Marie Wilner, Agricultural Science †
Courtney Lynn Winkel, Agronomy
Lindsey Ann Wolles, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Sawyer Wayne Wollmann, Animal Science †
Johnathon Edward Wolthuizen, Agricultural Systems Technology
Matthew Casey Words, Agricultural Science
Cassidy Irene Worrell*, Agricultural Science
Logan James Zeisler, Agricultural Business ††
Shawn Michael Zollner, Agronomy
Leslie Marie Zubke*, Agricultural Science, Animal Science

Associate of Science in Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences
Nathan Paul Beech
Greer Seth Hofer •••
Paul Robert Mesner
Riley Joshua Meyer
Melissa Rose Pauley
Courtney Nichole Snyder
Evan Todd Swanson
Paige Marie Thielen
Haley Jo Wagenaar*
Mitchell John Wagner
Austin Emil Windschitl

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES
The Candidates Will Be Presented By
CHARLENE WOLF-HALL, Ph.D.
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science in Natural Sciences
Mitchel Ray Gordon Adams, Human Biology †
Lydia Cleto Akot-Kuel, Biology
Ahmad Saad Albalawi*, Biochemistry
Alesha Lee Anderson, Human Biology †††

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Clare Aine Arko, Human Biology
Cole Elton Benson, Human Biology †††
Jason Kefyalew Bereded, Human Biology ††
Zachary Ryan Berg, Human Biology †††
Tayt Allen Boeckholt, Human Biology
Abigail Rae Boner, Human Biology †††
Thomas Lee Bosma*, Biotechnology ††
Cienna Jean Boss, Biology
Ally Renee Brandner, Biology
Morgan Elizabeth Brower, Human Biology †
Emily Sue Brown, Biology †
Nathaniel Alan DeSpiegler*, Human Biology ††
Michael Alan Frimel, Human Biology
Chase Edward Habben, Biotechnology, Human Biology †††
Benjamin John Halbkat, Biology †††
Austin Timothy Heien*, Human Biology †††
Jade Christine Heilman, Biology
Branden James Heitritter, Human Biology †
Taylor Michael Hetpas, Biochemistry
Tyler Ross Houwman, Human Biology ††
Belma Husic, Human Biology †
Maxwell Anton Jakubiak, Biotechnology, Microbiology
Benjamin David Johnson, Human Biology
Nadee Shanika Kaluwahandi*, Biotechnology
Kaela Dawn Patterson, Human Biology
Emily Elizabeth Paulson*, Human Biology †
Madisen Erin Payne, Human Biology ††
Connor John Pedersen, Biology
Chase Benson Petersen, Biochemistry †
Bramm Kevin Pickner, Geography
Jasmine Ann Piepho, Biology
Jackson Roland Pond, Biotechnology, Human Biology, Microbiology †††
Garrett Francis Lee Quinn, Human Biology ††
Chantel Kay Reuer, Biology
Meredith Katelyn Rigmaiden, Human Biology ††
Brady Lee Rude, Biology †
Wyatt Michael Rumrill, Human Biology †††
Zachary Daniel Sackett, Biology
S Vidanagamage Dona Lalindri Samaranayake, ACS Certified Chemistry
Hee Chang Shin*, Human Biology
Dalton Patrick Skidmore*, Geography, Geographic Information Science
Corbin Robert Smith, Human Biology †††
Sidney Marie Snyder, Human Biology ††
Taylor Lynn Spies, Biology
Brionna Brooke Spurlin, Human Biology
Emily Sue Steadman, Human Biology †
Ariana Jewel Stenkamp, Biology
Zachary Stephen Streier, Human Biology
Madisen Jo Swift, Human Biology, Microbiology ††
Haileselassie Gebremedhin Tefera, Human Biology †
Amanda Lynn Thaler, Human Biology
Justin Michael Thesing, Human Biology
Megan Marie Tweet, Human Biology †††
Madison Marie Tyler, Human Biology
Kathryn Anne Unzicker, Biotechnology, Microbiology
Kaitlyn Rose Venner, Human Biology, Microbiology ††
Whitney Shae Vesey*, Human Biology
Tate Alexander Voss, Human Biology †
Steven Michael Wegleitner, Human Biology
Thomas Nello White, Geography, Geographic Information Science ††
Karee Kate Wicks, Biology ††
Hunter David Wiege, Biology
Taylor Devin Wilhite, Geography
Colette Nicole Woyke, Biology †††
Marie Jean Zander, Microbiology †
Sydney Lynn Zenk, Human Biology †††
Sydney Cecelia Zimmerman, Human Biology ††

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or † Indicates Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Summer and Fall 2018
Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Kira A Aalberts ††
Hibo Ali Abdi
Abdulrazzaq Alawadi
Mafaiza Yusuf Ali
Mavis Amandah †
Logan Grace Amdahl †
Katie Maryl Andersen
Pauline Marjorie Anderson
Darcy Nicole Anthony
Bailey Jane Ballinger
Olyvia Wren Barnes
McKenna Lee Barnes ††
Calli Mariah Barse †
Kaitlin Kay Bartelt
Courtney Jean Bartlett
Joshua Lee Beck
Hunter Kevin Berkenpas
Cade Christopher Berry †
John Allen Blue
Cheyloh Ashten Blueem †
Kaysie Ashlyn Braun
Mandi Aline Brooks
Gretchten Leota Brown
Samantha June Brust
Cassie Lynn Buchholz
Destiny Alexandra Bultena
Erica Elizabeth Burbach
Madison Michelle Burns †
Sean Robert Carmody
Joshua Todd Casperson
Okeleamaka Joshua Chukwuyem
Chantel Lynn Cockburn
Katie Rose Cramer
Kirk Benjaman Crosse
Ashley Rene Currey
Anna Eileen Dalton
Darcy Dawn Dalton
Alex John Davies
Ellie Mae Davies †
Casey Daniele Davis-Small
Nicholas Robert Delkeskamp
Taylor Yvonne Derosier
Kayla Lynn Deurmier
Sarah Jane Dunn
Mary Louise Durkin
Miranda Renee Durst †
Eln Angil Ellefson †
Emily Danielle Engelkes †
Kallie Noelle Evans †
Shannon Marie Fanning †
LaNette Jean Feuchtenberger
Morgan Marie Field
Tiffany Marie Finkral
Josie Marlane Fortuna
MacKenzie Nicole Gallagher
Meredith Leigh Gallagher †††
Danielle Jordan Gau
Brendon Lee Gobert
McKenzie Jean Goeden
Joseph Michael Gomez †††
Marcus Dean Goodfellow
Aaron Christopher Goulet
Gema Gutierrez
Justin Vernon Haffield
Macy Marie Hagemann †††
Lindsay Marie Ham
Brittany Lin Hanson
Justin Thomas Hargrave
Tricia Jo Herman †
Janet Marie Hetherington
Bailee Lynn Hetland
Kayla Dee Hillberg †
Marissa Elizabeth Rose Hinchaw
Taylor Keith Hoffbeck
Layne Scott Holzer †
Haley James Huls
Gabrelle Kristine Huss
Zeni Lerae Iiron
Tessa Bergstrom Ivers †
Alexis Ann Jahnz †††
Kayla Marie Jaques
Kelsey Eileen Jaques
Joy Michelle Jensen
Amber Lynn Johnson
Taylor Paige Johnson
Erika Ann Jordan
Haley Teresa Junkman †
Kala Marie Kaseman
Sarah Marie Kermelewicz
Alexa Kathryn Kindt
Oksana Petrovna Kiryanova
Shayon Racquel Klemann
Camille Miranda Klima †
Danielle Loraine Knox †††
Corrina Gayle Koehn
Nicole Ariana Kokinos
Danielle Lynn Koppmann †
Nicole Denese Koppmann †
Marisa Carlynn Kitzberger
Jonathan Gregory Kruse
Victoria Ellen Kuhlmann
Julia Marie Lam †
Jonathan Dewey Landon
Ryan Scott Landon
Michelle Ann Lange †
Brooke Marie Laycock
Kirsten Alejandrina Leon
Kristin Marie Lichius ††
Kali Ann Lindley
Alexis Deanna Logue
Rebecca Ann Long
Shawna Corrine Malsom
Kennea Lee Mathis
Danielle Renee McColley
Justine Nicole Meendering
Janae Alice Mehlhaff
Alexis Paige Mendyka
Hayley Renee Merkel
Kirsti Anne Meyer ††
Kendra Rae Miller
Haley Joy Mines †
Jill Marie Mitzel
Megan Elizabeth Ann Mondoro
Amanda Jean Moriarty
Abby Elizabeth Moschell
Raeli Dawn Murray
Kyrie Mil Murrie
Jessica Jean Ness
Taylor Rose Neuman
Janny Uyen Nguyen
Carly Marie Niemann
Samantha Jacqueline Nimchuk
Mariah Elizabeth Noid †
Alexa Marie Nordquist
Cherie Nicole Nygaard
Karissa Kathleen O’Daniel
Samantha Suzanne Oswald
Haddie Lynn Overhue
Anthony Lin Pap
Nicole Paulette Parker †
Emily Grace Pechous
Tom Peitz
Lorraine Peng
Charles Joseph Peters †
Megan Rae Pottebaum
Brianna Renee Pratt
Kayla Marie Relfsand †
Alexandra Avis Roemmen
Hannah Marie Rombough
Sasha Leah Roth †
Chelsea Lee Ryan
Kayla Marie Salo

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
JEROME J. LOHR COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering

Brady Brian Buck ††
Joshua Thomas Fast †
Jared Thomas Hillard
Alexander James Koecke
Mitchell Thomas Sandey

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Abdullah Aljadani
Sangay Wangchuk Bhutia
Davis Brad Carson
Cameron Seth Lee Lanier
Lorenzo Romero

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Sonjoy Kumar Dey
Daniel Aaron Feser
Shivali Gupta
Youjeong Jang
Troy David Morisette
Affan Tariq

Bachelor of Science in Construction Management

Bo Tyler Atkins
Zach Robert Beitzel
Chayce Evan Hall
Keegan Lynn Heisinger
Ekaterina Sergeyevna Kolesnikova †
Cody James Nielsen
Elijah James Orr
Gabriel Joseph Ranweiler
Kaleb Dane Schelhaas
Christopher James Vroman

Bachelor of Science in Data Science

Audrey Mae Bunge ††

Bachelor of Science in Electronics Engineering Technology

Abdullah Ali Al Maskeen
Ngabo Jean de Dieu

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or ‡ Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics

Ashley Elizabeth Bloemendaal
Audrey Mae Bunge ††
Kory Robert Heier ††

Susan Marie Hennen †††
Paige Catherine Hinton †††
Drue Addyson Miller †
Shae Lin Olson †
Thomas Jose Pattara
Elizabeth Marie Rust †

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Talal Mansour Alharbi
Abdullah Saeed M Alqahtani
Abdulrahman Ahmed Alturaif
Sean Paul Burns
Zachary Andrew Chapman
Austin Clay Gee
Nicholas Scott Hanson
Seth Carter Jackson
Avery Hudson Johnson
Colin James Klein
Cole James Langer
Allison Mary Meintsma
Olivia Catherine Minnaert
Ibrahim Mahmoud Elsayed Mohame Mohsen
John William Morrow
Jacob Robert Nomeland
Geneva Lynn Marie Petrich
Jacob Earl Robinson
Mitchell Curtis Roemen
Merritt Thomas Rysavy
Tyler John Villbrandt

Bachelor of Science in Operations Management

Ali Abdulaziz A Alkhater
Amarbayar Bold
XZarrion Wheeler Hinshaw
Tyler David Knutson
Robert Bennett Moline
Yousuf Mabkhut Saad Muqadm Al Mahri
Jordan Michael Schroepfer ††

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences

Mikaela Lynn Adams, Animal Science
Kristen Elizabeth Akers, Ecology and Environmental Science
Kirsten Mackenzie Anderson, Agricultural Science
Justin Richard Antoff, Animal Science
Rebecca Louise Bader, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Bridget Marie Baker, Animal Science
Cole John Baloun, Agronomy
Nicholas Daniel Bartness, Agronomy
Ryan Andrew Bates, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Travis Isaac Bechen, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Halley Karyn Becking, Animal Science
Cole David Beecher, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Erin Taylor Begalka, Animal Science
Macey Ellena Berg, Animal Science
Kelli Rose Berger, Animal Science
Bradford Hilbert Bogue, Agricultural Science
Aaron Darrel Bramstedt, Agricultural Science
Andrew Jon Bregel, Agricultural Science
Chad Edward Buysse, Agricultural Science
Joshua Jerome Cadwell, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Tyler James Carda, Precision Agriculture, Agronomy
Micah Kealiikonaikalewa Cho, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Scott Andrew Christopher, Agricultural Science
Thomas Richard Cobb, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Blake Nicholas Coffman, Agronomy
Kori Ann Coldsmith, Animal Science
Austin Aaron Davis, Agricultural Business
Bryan Edward Davis, Agricultural Systems Technology †
Tyler James Davis, Agricultural Business
Justin Brian DeSchepper, Natural Resource Law Enforcement, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Taylor Leigh Deseive, Animal Science
Caleb Lee Dinse, Agricultural Systems Technology
Michael George Duch, Agronomy †
Sarah Anna Eggert, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Jaydin Laine Ellenbecker, Animal Science
Deserea Luella Emmett, Horticulture
John Jaxon Fitzgerald, Range Science
Jill Renae Folsland, Food Science
Brody Jacob Forst, Agricultural Science
Katelin Erin Freerichs, Agricultural Business, Wildlife/Fisheries Sciences
Kevin Joseph Frick, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Abigail Ann Fullenkamp, Agricultural Business
Cody James Geary, Agricultural Business
Sterling Dean Gehrke, Agricultural Business
Colin Jackson Geppert, Agricultural Science
Sydney Rose Getzschman, Animal Science
Abigail Patricia Gierke, Animal Science
Cameron Paul Goodrich, Agricultural Systems Technology
Taylor Jeffrey Greenlun, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Katelyn Ann Groetsch, Animal Science, Dairy Production
Ryan Curtis Gronewold, Agricultural Business
Kathryn Mary Haeska, Animal Science
Dustin Walter Harrold, Agricultural Systems Technology
Jared Thomas Hintz, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Kirtus Preston Houting, Agronomy
Cole M Hoyer, Dairy Production
Chelsea Brianna Jean, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Logan Gregory Johnson, Food Science
Riley Graham Johnson, Agricultural Business
Sienna Shaye Kampsen, Agricultural Science
Kristina Mary Kastanek, Animal Science
Danielle Loraine Knox, Animal Science
Marcus James Kopecky, Agricultural Science
Johnathon Eric Kramer, Agricultural Business
Tyler Anthony Kroebber, Agricultural Science
Chelsey Jean Langbehn, Animal Science
Kristina Renae Laska, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Kyle Matthew Laveau, Agricultural Science
Corey Jo Lee, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Hayley Beth Leibel, Animal Science
Logan James Lewis, Agricultural Systems Technology
Ryan Matthew Lovro, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Anthony James Lynn, Animal Science
Melissa Adri Malakowsky, Agricultural Science, Animal Science
Adam William Manderfeld, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Wesley James Mann, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Dylan Michael Marx, Agricultural Science
Chaz Norman Mattis, Agronomy
Lindsey Jo Marie Meiers, Ecology and Environmental Science
Shelby Nicole Mickey, Animal Science
Cody Ray Miller, Agricultural Systems Technology
Paige Ann Mitchell, Agricultural Business
Collin Gabriel Moeller, Agricultural Science
Shane Anthony Mueller, Animal Science
Macy Jo Murren, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Dennisen Grey Nelson, Animal Science, Dairy Production
Hailee Annelle Newman, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Ashley Dianne Nye, Animal Science
Mark Timothy O’Brien, Agricultural Systems Technology
Christopher Dean Olson, Agricultural Science
Tara Lynn Olson, Animal Science
Mark Daniel Pals, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Wyatt Scott Peschges, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Sean Michael Pinkert, Agricultural Science
Isaiah J Porteous, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Jacob William Post, Dairy Production
Hunter James Pulscher, Agronomy
Rachel Catherine Reuer, Animal Science
McKinsy Ann Rew, Animal Science
Lorna Jeanette Riemer, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Riley Clifford Ruble, Animal Science
Aaron David Rude, Agronomy
Logan Steven Ryberg, Animal Science, Agricultural Science
Austin Ray Sadler, Agronomy
Lily Catherine Schimke, Food Science
Vanessa Jean Schlenner, Animal Science
Evan Richard Schnitzler, Agricultural Systems Technology
Sarah Marie Schoon, Agricultural Business
Cody William Schroeder, Dairy Production
Andrew Thomas Semmler, Agricultural Business
Walker Corey Sik, Agronomy
Michaela Jo Simcoe, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Jacob Ryan Sinn, Agricultural Business
Alexandra Jesse Snyder, Dairy Manufacturing
Andrew Richard Socha, Precision Agriculture, Agronomy
Shelby F Strand, Animal Science
Brady Michael Stratman, Landscape Architecture
Megan Lynn Struss, Agricultural Business, Dairy Production
Lindzie Judith Vaith, Animal Science
Brandon Bennett Van Osdel, Agronomy
Victoria Kay VanDamm, Animal Science
Amy Jo Vander Wal, Agricultural Business
Bernice Diane Vander Wal, Animal Science

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or ‡ Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Karen Elizabeth Vanderlinde, Agronomy
Mackenzie Joy Wagner, Animal Science †
Sierra Rose Wagner, Animal Science
Alex Cordell Waldner, Agricultural Business
James Jerald Wall, Agricultural Business
Spencer Charles Wangen, Animal Science
Hunter Matthew James Welch, Agronomy

Janel Serie Wichern, Animal Science
Davis James Wieseler, Landscape Architecture
Rebecca Lynne Wilson, Ecology and Environmental Science †††
Tayler Ann Wolff, Agricultural Education, Communication and Leadership
Garrett Thomas Zimmer, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Natural Resource Law Enforcement
Gavin Thomas Zimmer, Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Natural Resource Law Enforcement

Associate of Science in Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences

Leo August Buysse
Jon Paul Dilworth
Adam Joseph Eichacker
Joshua Ryan Hunt
Hunter Bo Knippling
Brandon Michael Neyens
Andrew John Prohaska
Carrietta Faye Schalesky
Eric Jacob Scott
Jordan Ross Stegenga •

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES
Bachelor of Science in Natural Sciences

Adesola Victoria Adereti, Geography, Geographic Information Science
Kristi Sue Bruening, Human Biology †††
Connor Henry Bushman, Microbiology, Human Biology
Fanding Ceesay, Biotechnology
Han Vid Cho, Biochemistry
Alexander Quirn Clark, Human Biology
Nicholas Michael Cronin, Biochemistry, ACS Certified Chemistry †
Emily Anne Cuddy, Human Biology
Sydney Marie Ebben, Human Biology †
Hannah Nicole Evans, Biochemistry †††
Clay William Farland, Biology
Samantha Rose Gervais, Human Biology †††
Michaela Katrien Hacker, Human Biology ††
Shannon Eileen Hegland, Biology †
Kate Elizabeth Heintzman, Human Biology
Haley Angela Hinker, Human Biology ††
Kirstan Leigh Hyser, Human Biology ††
Adesola OluwatomiSisin Ibitoye, Geographic Information Science
Laura Anne Kelm, Microbiology, Biotechnology †
Nicolas Douglas Kenison, Biotechnology
James Thomas Kersting, Biology
Luke David Kovaleski, Human Biology
Dylan Scott Lautt, Biology
Dustin Alan Manzey, Geography ††
Matthew Thomas McKillop, Biotechnology
Ryan Allan Michel, Physics
Lindsay Jo Miller, Biology ††
Trevor Ryan Ostlund, ACS Certified Chemistry †
Katelyn Rose Pikarski, Human Biology
Mackenzie Kay Popken, Human Biology
Jessica Lauren Popovich, Human Biology
Franchesca AnneMarie Poppinga, Biochemistry
Trenton DeVon Powell, Geographic Information Science, Geography
Paige Mikel Sommers, Human Biology
Nicholas Stanley Stover, Geography
Emerson Carl Styles, Geographic Information Science, Geography ††
Kristi Lee Vander Waal, Human Biology ††
Taylor Marie Waba, Biology
Cully Clay Williams, Human Biology
Joseph Donald Wingert, Biotechnology
Tristen Joy Wormstadt, Biotechnology

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
CONFERRING DEGREES IN:

COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
2 pm Commencement Program

PROCESSIONAL
“Pomp and Circumstance” by Edward Elgar/arr. James Coull
SDSU Symphonic Band
Jacob Wallace, D.M.A., Director
Kevin Kessler, D.M.A., Director

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
“Star Spangled Banner” By Francis Scott Key/Arr. James Coull
SDSU Symphonic Band
Jacob Wallace, D.M.A., Director
Kevin Kessler, D.M.A., Director

INTRODUCTIONS
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University

HONORARY MARSHALS
Nancy Lyons, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Consumer Sciences
David Graper, Ph.D., Professor, Agronomy, Horticulture and Plant Science; Extension Specialist in Commercial Horticulture, SDSU Extension

RECOGNITION OF LEADERSHIP TO SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
“It is Your Future – Save it”
Robert Burns
Professor Emeritus of Political Science
Dean Emeritus of Honors College

RECOGNITION OF STUDENT HONORS
Dennis D. Hedge, Pharm.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF ARMY AND AIR FORCE COMMISSIONEES
Lt. Col. Brian K. Schroeder, Air Force ROTC
Lt. Col. Stephen Sewell, Army ROTC

INDUCTION INTO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Andi Fouberg, President and CEO of the South Dakota State University Alumni Association

COMMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATING CLASS
Kevy Konynenbelt, English

AUTHORIZED OF DEGREES
The Honorable David Mickelson, South Dakota Board of Regents

PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE CLASS
Brittney Meyer, SDSU Faculty Senate and Associate Professor, Pharmacy Practice

CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University
and College Deans

“Ring the Bell” By Stan Schleuter
SDSU Symphonic Band
Lyrics on page 49

CLOSING COMMENTS
Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D., President of the University

RECESSIONAL
“Fanfare, March and Celebration” By James Coull
SDSU Symphonic Band
Processional

BANNER CARRIERS
Christi Garst-Santos, Ph.D., College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Cody Christensen, Ph.D., College of Education and Human Sciences
Omathanu Perumal, Ph.D., Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback Honors College
Stacie Lansink, M.S., College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions
Brittney Meyer, Pharm.D., Faculty

FACULTY MARSHALS
Teresa Seefeldt, Pharm.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Tyler Miller, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Psychology

PRESENTATION OF COLORS:
Gavin Doering, Air Force ROTC
Benjamin Williams, Air Force ROTC
Jacob Burton, Army ROTC
Kordell Buyck, Army ROTC

WAPA’HA OR EAGLE STAFF
The staff represents honor and tradition and symbolizes the spirit of leadership, achievement, bravery and sacredness. Representations of the staff can be seen at the beginning of an event or ceremony. As the staff is carried in front of the procession, it is a reflection of the core philosophy that embodies the founding principles of respect.

INTERNATIONAL SASHES
International graduates participating in today’s commencement ceremonies are wearing sashes that allow them to proudly represent their countries. The colors within each sash represent the colors of their nation’s flag.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
South Dakota State University is located on the ancestral territory of the Oceti Sakowin (Seven Council Fires), an alliance that consisted of the Santee, Yankton and Teton Lakota. They are commonly known as the Sioux by non-native people. The seven tribes now occupy nine different reservations in South Dakota. The nine reservations are: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, Crow Creek Sioux Tribe, Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe, Lower Brule Sioux Tribe, Oglala Sioux Tribe, Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the Yankton Sioux Tribe.
As part of our university’s effort to enact inclusive practices, this acknowledgment serves as a reminder that before this site was called SDSU, it was called home to Native Nations indigenous to this location.
Nancy Lyons, Ph.D.

HONORARY MARSHAL

B.S., NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1974
M.S., NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1977
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA, 2001

Nancy Lyons had worked in theater costuming at North Dakota State University and had been an assistant designer at Jones of Dallas in Dallas—positions that gave her a reputation as one who knew apparel design, sewing and production techniques.

Her entire teaching career was spent at South Dakota State University, starting as an instructor in 1977 when the department’s name was textiles and clothing. When the department's focus changed, its name was changed to apparel merchandising and that meant different teaching assignments. Lyons began her career teaching courses as apparel design, flat pattern design, draping and apparel manufacturing, but later taught courses as fashion economics, retailing and merchandising.

Lyons frequently planned the required travel studies course and accompanied students to varied market centers; prepared students for their practicums, supervised their practicums at retailers or other fashion businesses, and taught the capstone course that helps them connect academic theory to their chosen profession. Dress in world cultures, socio-psychological aspects of dress, history of dress, aesthetics, textiles, ready-to-wear analysis, trending and buying, and professional behavior at work have been among her other teaching assignments. Summer 2018 saw the program change again, this time to fashion studies and retail merchandising to better reflect the thrust of a newer age.

Lyons began teaching in 2005 for the GP IDEA distance education program. SDSU has a strong presence in this Interactive Distance Education Alliance. The merchandising program, taught jointly and entirely online by faculty from five universities, prepares graduate students to work in market research; product development; promotions, retail or sales management; social media marketing; sourcing and supply chain management. Lyons is the program’s assessment coordinator. She has supervised master’s theses, practicums and special projects for these students and her product design, development and evaluation course helps students work with customer-focused product development strategies. Lyons will continue to teach for GP IDEA upon retirement.

Lyons’ undergraduate degree was in fashion design and she added a master’s degree in textiles and clothing, both from North Dakota State University. She earned a doctorate in educational administration from the University of South Dakota in 2001.
David Graper, Ph.D.
HONORARY MARSHAL

B.S., UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-RIVER FALLS, 1983
M.S., COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY, 1985
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, 1990

A professor of horticulture, David Graper has been at SDSU since 1990. He originally started with a 100 percent SDSU Extension horticulture position and worked to revive the Master Gardener program. The program resumed training in 1993. He coordinated the State Master Gardener program until 2003. In 2005, he became the director of McCrory Gardens and the South Dakota State Arboretum for nine years.

Graper was very proud to be a part of McCrory Gardens, especially during the construction of the Education and Visitor Center. The facility transformed McCrory Gardens into a year-round facility for education, outreach and the enjoyment of gardening and nature for the residents and visitors of eastern South Dakota.

He was named the head of the Department of Horticulture, Forestry, Landscape and Parks in 2006 and continued in that role until the department merged with two other departments in 2010. He resumed his role as the state Extension Master Gardener coordinator in 2015.

Graper currently teaches herbaceous plants and greenhouse management, plant propagation and graduate seminar. He has also taught greenhouse and nursery crops and undergraduate seminar. Graper’s areas of special interest are perennial flowers, greenhouse production and field cut flower production. Graper was on the South Dakota Public Television show “Garden Line” (a viewer call-in program) for 18 years and has been an All-American Selections Judge for the past 14 years. His hobbies, other than gardening, include photography, building and flying model rockets and fishing.

Graper earned his B.S. in plant science from the University of Wisconsin-River Falls (1983), his M.S. in horticulture from Colorado State University (1985) and his Ph.D. in horticulture from the University of Maryland (1990).
Robert Burns, Ph.D.

GUEST SPEAKER

Robert (Bob) Burns is a native of Flandreau, South Dakota, and a 1964 political science graduate of SDSU. He subsequently earned an M.A. (1966) and a Ph.D. (1973) in political science from the University of Missouri-Columbia. He served as an officer in the U.S. Army from 1968-1970, including one year as captain in Vietnam. He was awarded a Bronze Star for Meritorious Service and the Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster while serving in Vietnam.

Burns was invited to join the SDSU political science faculty in 1970, serving for 38 years until his retirement. His primary teaching and research interests were in the areas of American public policy and public law. During his tenure at SDSU, he received many teaching awards including being named College of Arts and Sciences’ “Teacher of the Year” seven different years, Distinguished Professor of Political Science in 1994 by the S.D. Board of Regents and 1995 S.D. Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching for extraordinary dedication to undergraduate teaching. In addition, he served as department head for the Departments of Political Science and Philosophy and Religion for nearly 20 years. He served as acting director of the USD Farber Center from January to July 1998.

During the last 10 years at SDSU, he served first as director and later as the first dean of what is now the Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback Honors College in addition to his teaching and department head duties. Upon his retirement, the Board of Regents honored Burns with the titles Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Political Science and Dean Emeritus of the SDSU Honors College. He was also honored as an SDSU Distinguished Alumnus by the SDSU Alumni Association in 2008.

Burns continues to provide analysis regarding South Dakota and national elections, policies and constitutional issues. He has served on national, regional and multiple state and local civic and government boards, commissions, task forces and councils during his professional life and that service continues into retirement. Currently, he enjoys teaching Osher Lifelong Learning Institute courses, providing leadership for the S.D. World Affairs Council and serving on the SDSU Foundation Council of Trustees.

He was awarded the Gip Nolan Award for outstanding community service by the Brookings Chamber of Commerce in 2003 and the Liberty Bell Award by the Brookings Bar Association in 2008 also for outstanding community service. He was inducted into the S.D. Hall of Fame in September 2016 for exceptional service to education. He married Donna (Bozied) in 1964. They have three adult children, Cari (Wayne Wagner), Jonathan (Angie) and Tim (Missy), and 11 grandchildren, who reside close to their home in Brookings.
Kevy Konynenbelt

STUDENT SPEAKER

Kevy Konynenbelt is a graduating senior from Fergus Falls, Minnesota. The excellence of the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and the friendliness and support of its faculty drew Konynenbelt to South Dakota State University. She soon discovered her passion for literature and composition and added English studies to her coursework. Today, Konynenbelt graduates with her Bachelor of Arts in English. Upon graduation, she will continue to pursue both fields, finishing her Bachelor of Science in electrical engineering while beginning a Master of Arts in English writing and rhetoric. She plans to work in technical communications and eventually write about her experiences traveling to Mars.

During her time at State, Konynenbelt has shared her love of SDSU with prospective students through her role as an Admissions Ambassador. She has enriched her academic experience with service learning and study abroad trips to China, Bolivia, Indonesia and France. Other extracurricular activities include the Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback Honors College, Society of Women Engineers, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and Students’ Association.
Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees
President Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D.

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
The Candidates Will Be Presented By

JANE MORT, PHARM.D.
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

Bachelor of Science in Pharmaceutical Sciences

Bright Amuzu
Kelli Renae Aughenbaug †
Abigail Kristine Blok
Alyssa Mae Boesche †††
Kathryn Marie Brumels ††
Jordan Rae Buchholz
Michael Barrett Carlson
Nikki Lyn Carr †††
Hannah Elizabeth Christensen
Nicholas Patrick Cook ††
Colton David Cunning
Sean Patrick Curley †††
Chelsey Marae Davis
Emily Dee Davison
Jacob Steven DeJong
Drew Thomas Diedrich †
Anh Xuan Thi Do †
Lauren Marie Dolly
Mackenzie Jaye Feyereisen
Khalil Edward Ford †††

Anthony Fountoulakis
Samantha Marie Franzoi ††
Seth Thomas Golden
Natalie Marie Gray
Kathleen Jo Groebelhoff ††
Elizabeth Christine Hansmann †††
Melanie Jean Heeren †††
Jessica Joy Henter †
Kyle Andrew Hess †††
Sydney Laura Hirschkorn ††
Kailyn Marie Hochstein †††
Samantha Ann Hoppe †††
Ellen Marie Hulterstrum †††
Whitney Rae Hutchinson †††
Michaela Marie Jacobsen †
Rachel Jane Johnson †††
Robert Mark Juenemann
Sarah Ann Jungers
Chase Troy Kern †
Joseph Keryakos

Kayla Jeanne Kniefel ††
Lucas Paul Kraemer
Robert John Kranz ††
Jacob Christopher Krier
Kaila Marie Kuehn †
Sarada Vineela Kupireddy †††
Alexandra Mae Lakness ††
Anna Christine Lange †
Sailin Lin
Abby Jane Lingle †††
Micah Marie McCoy
Miranda Lynn McMullen ††
Ashley Marie Mielse
Faith Rose Mildenberger ††
Lucas Alan Mitzel
Patrick Michael Moriarty
Chelsea Marie Morken ††
Lindsay Ann Newenhouse †††
Kristopher Nguyen †††
Alexandra Kate Noble
Brady Daniel Peterson †
Rachel Ann Propst †††
Jena Marie Rathert †
Addyson Lea Rosa
Kjersten Halley Sankey †††
Kelli Nicole Smerat ††
Abigail Rose Sirek
Natalie Rae Sovell †††
Joshua James Thuro †††
Derek John Timm
Colton Mark Trowbridge
Nathan Daniel Tveden ††
Jenna Rae Van Beek †
Artur Aleksandrovich Volkotruba
Kasey Luann Wagner
Tessa Julia Wiens ††
Tristan Thomas Wieseler

Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory Science

Shannon Marie Backer *
Katryna Kay-Lynn Bart* †
Sydney Nicole Bassing*
Payton Ann Boerboom* †
Sharia Ann Carda*
William Edward Chauncey*
Rosemarie Ann Clauson* †
Chone Haberman
Haley Ann Hansen*
Erin Ann Harren*
Brittany Ann Iburger
Maitlyn Janae Jordan*

Kim Huynh Luong*
Hadley James Meyer* †
Michael Eugene Miller*
Amber Alicia Morgan*
Heather Lynn Moser* †††
Janae Maureen Osborne* ††

Hannah Dawn Palmer*
Katherine Caroline Strahl*
Brady Kristopher Van Kalsbeek*
Rachel Lynn Woodring*
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

The Candidates Will Be Presented By

JILL M. THORNGREN, Ph.D.
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

Associate of Science in Education and Human Sciences
Sheila Sue Christman, Human Development and Family Services •
Cassandra Jo Cook, Human Development and Family Services
Brittany Lee Fyler, Human Development and Family Services ••
Elisabeth Eugenie Larson, Human Development and Family Services

Bachelor of Science in Education and Human Sciences
Ashlyn Elizabeth Davis, Apparel Merchandising
Kaitlyn Marie DeMarais, Consumer Affairs
Benjamin Paul DeMuth*, Aviation
Vanessa Lynn Derner, Exercise Science ††
Ellie Rae DeVries, Human Development and Family Studies †
Chinomso Margaret Diejomaoh, Hospitality Management
Chase Robert Ditmanson, Community and Public Health
Emily Rose Donnay, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Kylie Marie Dowell, Early Childhood Education
Carissa Marie Drackley, Early Childhood Education
Austin Jon Druse, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Ryan Curtis Earith*, Consumer Affairs †
Korisa Mae Eidem**, Early Childhood Education
Isabelle Ann Elrod*, Human Development and Family Studies
Mazie Joe Elrod*, Early Childhood Education
Jennifer Cheyenne Emery, Early Childhood Education †
Cassidy Lynn Entwisle, Human Development and Family Studies † †
Elizabeth Ann Carly Esser, Nutrition and Dietetics
Herman Fennell*, Sport/Recreation Management
Ryan M Folley, Nutrition and Dietetics
Kayla Katherine Fonder, Human Development and Family Studies † †
Madison Kennedy Merry Fuegen, Human Development and Family Studies †
Jordan Jacob Gabriel, Consumer Affairs
Samantha Jo Garness, Early Childhood Education † †
Megan Ann Geis, Early Childhood Education
Ashley Elizabeth Gibbs*, Early Childhood Education † †
Moriah Rae Glaus, Early Childhood Education
Nathan Lowell Goetz, Hospitality Management
Danielle Kay Gottschleben*, Human Development and Family Studies † † †
Callie Lynn Graff, Nutrition and Dietetics † †
Victoria Kristine Greig, Early Childhood Education † †
Molly Francis Grell, Family and Consumer Sciences Education † † †
Caleb Scott Gunn, Exercise Science †

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Tanner Daniel Gutzmer, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Hayley Joan Haertel*, Health Education ††
Zachary J Hagen*, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Billie Jean Halsey*, Human Development and Family Studies
Zachary William Hammrich, Athletic Training
Kendra Jo Hanks, Early Childhood Education
Marissa Kay Hastings*, Human Development and Family Studies
Jeffrey Alan Haufschild, Athletic Training
Jacob Robert Heidenreich, Exercise Science, Health Education
Vanessa Irene Heinrichs, Athletic Training
Zachary Michael Heintz, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Kendra Marie Helmbrecht*, Human Development and Family Studies
Taylor Marie Herrick*, Community and Public Health
Annika Marie Hietpas, Early Childhood Education †††
Brooklynn Veronica Hiles*, Human Development and Family Studies
Katelyn Mae Hillerud*, Human Development and Family Studies ††††
Trystan Jae Hofeman*, Human Development and Family Studies
Francine Maria Hoffman, Dietetics †
Alexandra Grace Hossle, Human Development and Family Studies
Briana Leigh Hyde, Human Development and Family Studies ††
Kenzie Shay Jackson*, Consumer Affairs
Amanda Duree Jacobson*, Human Development and Family Studies
Fatima Tu Zahira Javid*, Nutrition and Dietetics
Allison Jean Jensen*, Human Development and Family Studies
Tanner Paul Jerome, Sport, Recreation and Park Management ††
Brenna Rae Johnson*, Early Childhood Education ††††
Brooke Kathryn Johnson, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Kendra Lee Johnson, Early Childhood Education †
Newt Daniel Johnson, Exercise Science †
Destiny Faith Jorenby*, Human Development and Family Studies ††
Kenzie Lee Jorgenson*, Hospitality Management ††
Brooke Nicole Kannas, Human Development and Family Studies
Rachel Grace Kegley, Early Childhood Education ††
Zachary Perry Kelly, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Rachel Lynn King, Community and Public Health ††
Eric R Kleinschmit, Exercise Science
Monica Mae Knutson*, Health Education
Masao Komazaki*, Hospitality Management
Shelby Ellen Konstant, Hospitality Management
Lauren Marie Kremer, Family and Consumer Sciences Education †
Bobbi Jo Elizabeth Kurtz*, Human Development and Family Studies
Katherine Ann LaMee*, Family and Consumer Sciences Education ††
Gabrielle Renee Langerud, Exercise Science ††††
Samantha Dawn Letcher, Early Childhood Education ††
Hayley Ann Lindberg, Athletic Training
Maddie Jo Lonnenman, Human Development and Family Studies
Sophie Jo Lund, Hospitality Management
Zachary Joseph Lupica*, Consumer Affairs
Sloane Gina Mack, Apparel Merchandising
Chelsea Taylor Maloney, Early Education/Care
Janaye Christine Martin*, Human Development and Family Studies
Rebecca Ann Martin, Early Childhood Education
Briana Michelle Martinmaa, Human Development and Family Studies
Isabelle Amanda Masloski*, Consumer Affairs
Lesley Margaret Matthyss*, Consumer Affairs
Morgan Singleton McCall*, Early Childhood Education †
Bryce Anthony McMacken, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Haley Ann Melum*, Human Development and Family Studies
Jordyn Marie Menance*, Human Development and Family Studies
Macy Lynn Miller, Exercise Science
Brady Stuart Moxham*, Physical Education and Teacher Education ††
Nargiza Mukhidinova*, Hospitality Management †
Erin Elizabeth Mullen, Sport, Recreation and Park Management †
Mattison Rose Munger, Exercise Science ††
Bailey Jo Munk, Human Development and Family Studies ††
Ethan Charles Murtha*, Aviation
Hinako Nagayama, Athletic Training ††
Kelsey Marie Nehring*, Health Education
Alexis Elizabeth Nelson*, Community and Public Health
Samantha Rae Nelson*, Health Education
Alexis Lynn Nepple, Early Childhood Education
Shannon Rae Nesland*, Human Development and Family Studies
Joshua Matthew Nevin, Consumer Affairs †
Kjersti Paula Nitz, Health Education
Brittanie Ann Marie Nordmann, Human Development and Family Studies
Trevor James Novotny, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Aricka Rose O’Gorman, Athletic Training
Yangpyeong Oh, Athletic Training
Dashaie Marie Ohman, Human Development and Family Studies
Asuka Ohno, Exercise Science ††
Lexi Elizabeth Olinger, Early Childhood Education ††
Hunter Brian Olson*, Nutrition and Dietetics
Jazmine Maria Aakriti Olson, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Tegan Marie Olson, Early Childhood Education
Christopher Gerard Paczkowski, Athletic Training
Matthew James Paluch, Consumer Affairs
Hyunjae Park, Aviation
Jongin Park*, Apparel Merchandising
Josie Marie Parry, Early Childhood Education ††††
Rebecca Jean Peick, Hospitality Management ††††
2pm Program

Jordan Kenneth Peirce*, Exercise Science
Alejandro Ignacio Perazzo Arguinzones, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Jade Lynn Peterson*, Apparel Merchandising †
Kelsey Kathryn Phinney, Human Development and Family Studies
Erin Elizabeth Punt, Exercise Science, Health Education
Ashley Ann Rademacher*, Health Education
Angel Marie Rasmussen, Dietetics †
Nicole Lee Rau, Early Childhood Education
Jenna Leigh Rehder, Exercise Science
Kendra Rae Reimers*, Consumer Affairs
Taylor Charles Reis*, Consumer Affairs
Bianna Jone Renaas*, Human Development and Family Studies
Payton Nicole Richardson*, Sport/Recreation Management
Jordyn Lee Ringheimer, Consumer Affairs
Alexis Marie Ringnell, Human Development and Family Studies
Eric Michael Rippetrop, Human Development and Family Studies
Carter Ray Roach*, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Nathan James Robar, Aviation
Darci Darlene Roberts*, Community and Public Health
Cole Stephen Rockafellow, Consumer Affairs
Sarah Rae Rockne, Athletic Training
Maggie Lorene Roe*, Early Childhood Education
Amanda Marie Roeber, Human Development and Family Studies
Kelsey Jean Rolfe*, Athletic Training †††
Jaclyn Francis Rothschadl*, Early Childhood Education †
Catelyn Jamese Rud, Human Development and Family Studies
Tristen Jon Rush, Exercise Science †
Lexi Nicole Rust, Early Childhood Education
Katelyn Janice Ryan*, Hospitality Management
Joseph Mojak Sabino, Consumer Affairs
Mackenzie Nicole Schell, Apparel Merchandising †††
Faye Ruth Schmidt, Early Childhood Education †
Ty Steven Schoenfelder, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Connor Thomas Schrempp, Athletic Training
Kenneth Roman Schroeder*, Physical Education and Teacher Education †
Beth Helen Schumacher*, Early Childhood Education
Nasya Rene Sechser, Exercise Science ††
Karlee Marie Seim, Human Development and Family Studies
Mitchell Keith Selken, Aviation
Zachary Garner Sell, Physical Education and Teacher Education †
Kylie Marie Serie, Nutrition and Dietetics
Rachel Elizabeth Shane, Early Childhood Education
Amber Nancy Shay*, Human Development and Family Studies
Connor David Shoop*, Health Education
Kara Johanna Shoup, Exercise Science
Brandon Timothy Sime, Exercise Science
Alexis Claire Skogen, Health Education
Melora Raye Dawn Smoke*, Early Childhood Education †
Julia Paige Sparling, Human Development and Family Studies †††
Miriam Zoe Stake*, Early Childhood Education
Kristi Lynne Steptoe, Exercise Science †
Haley Aslyn Strait, Dietetics
Shaylee Brooke Struckman, Dietetics †††
Anthony Nicholas Struve, Sport/Recreation Management
Mason Mark Sundvold*, Community and Public Health
Savannah Jane Swiren, Exercise Science †
Theo Prince Teah, Consumer Affairs
Morgan Leigh Tebay, Family and Consumer Sciences Education †
Erinn Ann Temple, Early Childhood Education †††
Brandon Tyronn Thomas*, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Alex Jeffrey Thorson, Early Childhood Education ††
Reice Thomas William Tiernan, Aviation
Daniel Robert Timm, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Jacqueline Mae Tott, Consumer Affairs ††
Jack Joseph Tramp, Human Development and Family Studies †
Alex Logan Trautman, Exercise Science †
Kara Grace Trenhaile, Apparel Merchandising
Anthony James Tuschen, Athletic Training
Bridgett Ann Tuschen, Human Development and Family Studies †††
Marissa Dawn Vant Hut*, Community and Public Health
Kelly Jo Vaselaar, Early Childhood Education †
Callista Renee Verver, Hospitality Management
Bianna Mae Vig, Sport, Recreation and Park Management ††
Kasie Margarete Vollmer, Hospitality Management †
Hannah Kay Voss, Family and Consumer Sciences Education †
Jordan Kristyne Waldner, Nutrition and Dietetics †
Mikayla Ann Waldron, Apparel Merchandising
Taylor Coleen Walker, Early Childhood Education
Elliot Jean William Ward, Consumer Affairs †
Trevor Jordan Watson, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Brenda Sue Weber, Early Childhood Education †
Connor Rae Weihe*, Early Childhood Education †††
Abigail Rose Weiss*, Human Development and Family Studies
Jocelyn Marie Wenker, Hospitality Management
Tawnee Marie Whitley, Athletic Training
Ashlie Rae Wiens, Exercise Science
Courtney Shae Williamson, Early Childhood Education
Danielle Jo Wilmes*, Exercise Science ††
Lindsay Jean Wipf, Early Childhood Education †††

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Kaley Renae Withers, Early Childhood Education †
Riley Lenae Wolles, Human Development and Family Studies †

Rachel Marie Wormer, Community and Public Health ††
Alivia Ann Wuestewald*, Human Development and Family Studies

COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
The Candidates Will Be Presented By
LYNN SARGEANT, Ph.D.
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

Associate of Arts in General Studies
Fatimah Abdoh Aalsaadah
Sammie Jo Fae Bryant
Bradley Allen Carstens
Gustavo Carmona Gonzalez
Heidi Marie Day
Caleb Alexander Dirksen
Hunter Riley Dunteman
Damon Michael Eames
Camille Jane Ortega Erickson
Caitlin Ann Fornia
Ryan Christopher Geary
Michelle Rose Harstad

Thomas Stewart Jensen
Kendrix Vivian Johnson
Anah Elizabeth Lamb
Rheann Lee Larsen
Emily Jo Metzger*
Tayha Lynn Ness
Ryley Joel Ostbye
Ji Yeong Park
Ethan Brian Stubson
Brandon Ray Tople
Jeannie Marie Wright

Associate of Science in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Fatimah Abdoh Aalsaadah, Sociology
Chelsie Dawn Dutcher, Sociology •

Bachelor of Arts in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Kendra Sue Alvizures, Global Studies, Political Science, Spanish ††
Paige Kathleen Barthel, History
Joseph Leonard Baustian, Music
Cole Elton Benson, Spanish †††
Katelyn Jayne Britzman, Sociology
Matthew Paul Bruxvoort*, Economics
Richelle Whitney Bruyckere, French Studies †
McKenzie Mary Bursch, Sociology ††
Laura Elizabeth Butterbrodt, Journalism ††
Hannah Beth Caery, English ††
Travis Lee Dewes, History
Genesis Duarte, Political Science, Spanish
Benjamin David Evenson, English
Sophie Lynn Felicia, English
Neal William Felten, Spanish
Matthew Taylor Fowler, Music

Abigail Micheal Gebro*, Economics
Madelynn Rae Hackett, Economics
Jacob Henry Harris, Economics
Magdalen Rose Heiberger, Spanish †††
Derek Amador Hernandez, Political Science
Katherine Jean Housiaux, Spanish †
Caitlin Margaret Hughes, Economics †††
Ellen Marie Hulterstrum, Spanish †††
Benjamin Michael Hummel, Political Science
Riley Paul Iwan, Spanish
Amanda Fortune John, Political Science, Sociology
Mikaila Lynn Johns, Economics
Breanna Schneider Kaufhold*, Spanish ††
Chandler Avry Klawitter, Global Studies ††
Kevy Joelynn Konynenbelt, English
Brittany Mae Kruger, Music

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Melanie Olivia Loe, Global Studies, Spanish ††
Maddie Jo Lonneman, Spanish
Allison Jaye Metzger, Spanish †
Zulema Meza, French Studies, Global Studies, Spanish ††
Kelsey Lynn Miller, Sociology
Caleb Logan Minor, Economics
Ravi Kumar Datt Panchagnula, Economics †
Carson James Pruett, Spanish
Garrett Francis Lee Quinn, Spanish ††
Emanuel Clavijo Rivera, Spanish
Miatta Sham-Ka Smith*, Global Studies
Anders Karl Svensen, Economics
Hunter Michael Tebben, English
Rebecca Lynne Totten*, English
Samuel Aaron Tusha, Advertising ††
Sofia Velez-Castano, Economics, Spanish
Allison Angelina Marie Vinson*, Political Science
Elliot Jean William Ward, French Studies †
Allison Joy Weidenbach, History †††
Thomas Nello White, German ††
Antoinette Jewel Williams*, English, Spanish †
Mackenzie Lyn Williamson, English †
Brittney Marie Wilson, American Indian Studies
Lindsay Jean Wipf, Spanish †††
Mole Kolleh Zarpeleh*, Sociology

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Michael Harold Albert, Architecture †
Jenessa Maire Amdahl, Interior Design
Thomas Matthew Bates, Graphic Design
Colton Milo Baysinger, Graphic Design
Kelly Jo Blick, Interior Design
Alexander Morgan Boerema, Architecture †††
Michael Eugene Buhl, Architecture
Derrick John Brown*, Architecture
Drew Dalton Dertien, Graphic Design
Haylee Noele DeVille, Interior Design
Brooke Nicole Hockett, Studio Art ††
Keaton Melvin Hoff, Studio Art
Autumn Lee Kayl, Architecture
Krynnne Josephine Knopik, Architecture
Shyanne Joe Kopfmann, Architecture ††
Kyle Douglas Kueper, Architecture
Nicholas Cooper Lorentz, Architecture †
Jennifer Elizabeth Malcomb, Studio Art †
James Wilbur Marti, Architecture
Spencer Christian Bumby*, Architecture
Lyndsey Pamela Crist, Graphic Design
Cody Douglas Sadler, Architecture ††
Megan Marie Stenzel, Architecture
Kellee Violet Jensen*, Architecture
Kristina Rose Wagner, Studio Art ††
Jill Makenna Warkenthien, Interior Design †
Mitchell Daniel Woldt, Architecture
MaKenzie Jo King*, Architecture
Jie Yang, Graphic Design
Gregory Thomas Zens, Architecture
Mbala Prisca Musa*, Architecture
Brianna Jo Orcutt, Interior Design ††
Sally Miranda Peterson, Interior Design ††
Samuel Aaron Tusha, Graphic Design ††
Noah Martin Uhing*, Architecture
Abigail Maria Vaz*, Interior Design
Abby Carol Jo Wolf, Graphic Design

Bachelor of General Studies

Michael Gerard Bureau
taylor Ann Christensen*
Florian Davis
Douglas Fredrick DeVaney
Makenzie Jane Duran
Corin Coleen Ellingson
Robert Lee Escamilla
Cory Richard Jones
Kristopher M Kind
Michael Francis Korstjens ††
Donald Stewart Mackintosh
Megan Sue Mansker
Aristarchus Jahlee Payton
Samuel John Reynen
Josephina Mojak Sabino*
Catherine Kay Schmidt
Eric Jacob Scott
Mikayla Marie Weaver
Ryan Christopher Yost

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Eion Marcus Donelan
Joshua James Goeden † † †

Bailey Nicole Hoines
Payton Nicole Schafers † †

Dalton Cole Smeins
McKayla Mary Stark
Jayden Daniel Tschimperle

Bachelor of Music Education

Connor Michelle Hansen* †
Austin Richard Herrboldt †
Devon Ray Melillo* † † †

Jonathan Paul Neswick* †
Matthew Truman Olson † † †

Candace Marin Pedersen
Duel McCall Shape †
Ashlynne Renee Terkilsen † †
Samantha Lauren Ulrich

Bachelor of Science in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

Samuel David Aas, History
Madison Claire Aasen, Psychology
Semere Fiseha Abay, Entrepreneurial Studies
Cole Joseph Acheson, Business Economics †
Samantha Merle Adelmann, Sociology
Lucinda Rae Albers, Journalism
Robert Joseph Allgaier, History
Leah Rose Anderson, Sociology
Kelsie Kay Arch, Psychology † †
Austin John Arends, Communication Studies † † †
Palak Barmajia, Journalism
Samantha Rose Alfke*, Psychology
Shaye Catherine Bechina, Interdisciplinary Studies
John Michael Begeman, Speech Communication † † †
Virginia Ray Berg, Journalism
Emily Erin Boyle, Psychology
Parker Allan Brown, Interdisciplinary Studies
Kirsten Rae Barott, Public Relations †
Cassandra Louise Braun*, Sociology † †
LaToya Renae Brave Heart*, Sociology
Brady Lee Burghardt, Entrepreneurial Studies
Emireth Cancino, Psychology
Keshaun Anthony Britt*, Psychology
Karlee Christine Chapin, Sociology
Madison Jay Chapman, Advertising
Matthew James Clark, Economics
Zoe Alexandra Cosato, Psychology † † †
Katherine Marie Crawford, Sociology
May Hong Dang*, Psychology
Carter Vernon Davis, Sociology
Sam Thomas Diego-Richards, Psychology

Kaddie Marie Dixon, Sociology
Thomas Allen Dobberpuhl, Speech Communication
Richelle Whitney Bruyckere, Speech Communication †
Ruth Yayra Dzisa, Psychology
Courtney Mae Eidem, Psychology
Alexandra Rae Eigen, Communication Studies † †
Kyler Harrison Ell, Business Economics
Katelyn Nicolle Engelstad, History † †
Scott Thomas Engen, Journalism
Tess Alyse Enstad, Sociology
Shelby Taylor Erding, Sociology
Jacob Scott Erickson, History
Jayden Troy Everson, Business Economics
Lauren Leigh Buisker, Political Science, Speech Communication † † †
Nicholas Jon Fickbohm, Political Science
Gwyneth Fisher, Economics
Carlee Rose Fletcher, Economics † †
Baylee Alice Frankhauser, Sociology
Nicholas John French, Communication Studies
Margeaux Faith Gaiani, Sociology
Alexander Christopher Garcia, Theatre † †
Hunter Ray Gary, Journalism
Cooper Daniel Gates, Economics
James Patrick Gay, Psychology
Jacyntha Marie Gellhausen, Psychology †
Kylita RaVae Gomez, Sociology † †
Seth Hunter Gray, Speech Communication
Gunnar Bradley Grimsrud, Economics
Seth Anthony Gross, Interdisciplinary Studies
Trevor William Gunlicks, Political Science
Landon Troy Hamilton, Psychology

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Bryce Edward Hanson, Speech Communication
Jessica Lynne Hanson, Interdisciplinary Studies ††
Kevin Michael Hanson, Economics
Kirsten Olida Hanson, Psychology
Schuyler Donovan Harris, Sociology
Elizabeth Jean Hartzler, Sociology
Lucas Terry Heiderscheidt, Business Economics ††
Payton Rae Hein, Psychology
Aubrey Marina Hendrixson, Sociology
Carissa Lyn Castilleja, Advertising
Amanda Katherine Hillesheim, Psychology
Tina Rose Holmes, Psychology
Thomas Lincoln Hopp, Entrepreneurial Studies
Braedon Michael Houdek, Economics †
Amber Nichole Couser*, Architecture
Deborah Michelle Ingle, Theatre
Willow Carmon Cowherd*, Theatre
Alexis Katja Cushman*, Sociology
Qing Jin, Economics
Soo Hyon Joh, Economics
Bryce Lee Johnson, Sociology
Taneil Nicole Johnson, Entrepreneurial Studies
Daniel Stephan Domenichini, Economics
Thomas Wesley Kaufman, Economics
Jae Cl Lynn Kelsey, Economics
Tucker James Kerkhove, Psychology
Ethan Dennis Kettering, Sociology
Tevin Jaron King, Entrepreneurial Studies
Adriana Marie Klein, Psychology
Alexis Lynn Klein, Psychology
Nicholas James Kloxin, Economics
Trent Michael Knuppe, Political Science
Chaise Michael Knutson, Public Relations
Zachary Adam Kovach, Political Science
Shale Ray Kramme, Political Science
Kyla Justine Kroghman-Gilbrata, Psychology ††
Taylor Ann Kuck, Psychology ††
McKinley Douglas Lain, Interdisciplinary Studies ††
Jade Elizabeth Larson, Speech Communication
Justin Lee Larson, Psychology
Heather Jean Law, Psychology
Nicole Grand Lewandowski, Sociology †††
Jennifer Sue Lindsey, Interdisciplinary Studies
Anna Elizabeth Maher, Economics
Carter Allen Mahlum, Economics
Hayley Anne Marshall, History
Alexandra Grace Farber, Advertising, Speech Communication †††
Anthony Joseph Martinec, Sociology
Jessica Evelyn Martinez, Economics †
Alaris Debra McComb, Sociology
Sarah Ruth McKellar, Psychology
Michael Christian McKenzie, Psychology
Rylee Kay Hauck*, Sociology
Mallory Nicole McQuistian, Sociology †
Brianna Michele Medenwald, Sociology
Danielle Taylor Henkel*, History
Taylor Michael Hietpas, Psychology
Anna Elise Miller, Sociology
Emily Regina Miller, Sociology
Christine Rose Morgan, Speech Communication
Patrick O’Neil Hybertson, Theatre
Jamie Jaeger Mundwiler, Political Science
William Keith Murray, Economics
Fabiola Narez, Psychology
Ryan Scott Neville, Economics
Megan Marie O’Brien, Sociology
Hannah Brooke Olobri, Advertising
Rae Lynn Marie Omodt, Economics
Tashena Jean Osterkamp, Psychology
Jordan Thomas Otta, Advertising †††
Antony Pacheco, Economics
Malick Dieumerci Ikiimenti*, Business Economics
Romha Abraham Issak, Business Economics, Entrepreneurial Studies
Sierra Cassidy Peterson, Business Economics
Angelica Allison Kasper, Speech Communication
Kennedy Lynn Raap, Psychology
Alanna Mae Ragle, History
Joshua Erik Reitsma, Theatre
Garret Wade Roelfsema, Speech Communication
Jacy Lynn Rook, Theatre
Logan G Roth, Entrepreneurial Studies ††
Md Saifur Rahman Saikot, Economics
Jaxon Jesse Lynn*, Business Economics
Ashlee Michele Martin, Psychology, Sociology
Lindsey Lee Sandell, Psychology
Mackenzie Kay Schmidt, Interdisciplinary Studies
Meldy Dimukayi Mbuyi*, Political Science
Mark Andrew McLaughlin, Political Science †††
Kara Jo Schneider, Economics
Kayla Nicole Schneider, Economics

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Blake Lauren Schnobrich, Business Economics
Thomas Dennis Meagher*, Speech Communication
Coleton Blake Schuyler, Business Economics †
Riley Buckingham Sears, History
Coralett Donnet Segrist, Interdisciplinary Studies
Kirby Donald Selleck, Speech Communication
Bobbi Jo Severson, Psychology
Benjamin Tyler Shay, Business Economics †
Jessica Marie Singewald, Business Economics
Nicholaus Ethan Smith*, Entrepreneurial Studies
Trevor Daniel Smith, Psychology
Leighton Paul Messner, Business Economics, Entrepreneurial Studies
Laura Lynn Scroute, Interdisciplinary Studies
Nathan William Stafford, History †
Charles Deacon Stephenson, Business Economics ††
Alyssa Anne Stevens, Entrepreneurial Studies ††
Natalie Jo Morris*, Journalism †
Hara Mubashir, Political Science †
Miranda MaKay Nagel*, Advertising
Morgan Anne Orel*, Communication Studies
Megan Paige Teppo, Public Relations
Christian Ray Trainor, Economics
Logan Dane Peterson, History, Political Science
Tyler Jason Ulises, Journalism
Trent Michael VanRoekel, Entrepreneurial Studies
Harlie Ann Petraz, Political Science, Sociology †
Kaycee Lynn Vigour, Interdisciplinary Studies
Abigail Joy Vlaminck, Business Economics †
Taylor Jessica Voegele, Journalism

Blake Lauren Schnobrich, Business Economics
Thomas Dennis Meagher*, Speech Communication
Coleton Blake Schuyler, Business Economics †
Riley Buckingham Sears, History
Coralett Donnet Segrist, Interdisciplinary Studies
Kirby Donald Selleck, Speech Communication
Bobbi Jo Severson, Psychology
Benjamin Tyler Shay, Business Economics †
Jessica Marie Singewald, Business Economics
Nicholaus Ethan Smith*, Entrepreneurial Studies
Trevor Daniel Smith, Psychology
Leighton Paul Messner, Business Economics, Entrepreneurial Studies
Laura Lynn Scroute, Interdisciplinary Studies
Nathan William Stafford, History †
Charles Deacon Stephenson, Business Economics ††
Alyssa Anne Stevens, Entrepreneurial Studies ††
Natalie Jo Morris*, Journalism †
Hara Mubashir, Political Science †
Miranda MaKay Nagel*, Advertising
Morgan Anne Orel*, Communication Studies
Megan Paige Teppo, Public Relations
Christian Ray Trainor, Economics
Logan Dane Peterson, History, Political Science
Tyler Jason Ulises, Journalism
Trent Michael VanRoekel, Entrepreneurial Studies
Harlie Ann Petraz, Political Science, Sociology †
Kaycee Lynn Vigour, Interdisciplinary Studies
Abigail Joy Vlaminck, Business Economics †
Taylor Jessica Voegele, Journalism

Summer and Fall 2018
Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND
ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory Science

Melissa Lynn Bjerke
Alexandra Nicole Fugate
Andrea Alainia Garrigan
Lauren DeAnn Goos
Danielle Christine Harrison
Kaitlyn Rae Hazel

Tyler Gerald Kruse
Justin Andrew Main
Emily Alyson Nagel
Maria Jo Nagelhout ††
Krista Anne Nelson
Alexandra Reed Novak

Michael John Odens
Justin Anthony Pading
Kelsey M Sanken
Elizabeth Anneke Leigh Scholl †
Karly Jo Sobania
Leah Marie Stamps

Melissa Lynn Bjerke
Alexandra Nicole Fugate
Andrea Alainia Garrigan
Lauren DeAnn Goos
Danielle Christine Harrison
Kaitlyn Rae Hazel

Tyler Gerald Kruse
Justin Andrew Main
Emily Alyson Nagel
Maria Jo Nagelhout ††
Krista Anne Nelson
Alexandra Reed Novak

Michael John Odens
Justin Anthony Pading
Kelsey M Sanken
Elizabeth Anneke Leigh Scholl †
Karly Jo Sobania
Leah Marie Stamps

Summer and Fall 2018
Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND
ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory Science

Melissa Lynn Bjerke
Alexandra Nicole Fugate
Andrea Alainia Garrigan
Lauren DeAnn Goos
Danielle Christine Harrison
Kaitlyn Rae Hazel

Tyler Gerald Kruse
Justin Andrew Main
Emily Alyson Nagel
Maria Jo Nagelhout ††
Krista Anne Nelson
Alexandra Reed Novak

Michael John Odens
Justin Anthony Pading
Kelsey M Sanken
Elizabeth Anneke Leigh Scholl †
Karly Jo Sobania
Leah Marie Stamps

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

Associate of Science in Education and Human Sciences
Marke Timae Amponsah, Human Development and Family Services
Melissa Sue Zimmermann, Human Development and Family Services

Bachelor of Science in Education and Human Sciences
Victoria Kaye Ahrendt, Early Childhood Education †
Taylin LaNae Albrecht, Human Development and Family Studies
Emily Jean Anderson, Hospitality Management
Heather Danielle Arbach, Nutrition and Dietetics
Emma Elizabeth Arends, Hospitality Management
Christopher Ray Beadles, Hospitality Management
Morgan Raye Behrends, Human Development and Family Studies
Adam Belhajahmed, Consumer Affairs
Jayma Jean Benda, Human Development and Family Studies
Colton Cale Bender, Exercise Science ††
Raalyn Racquel Bennett, Human Development and Family Studies
Shelby Lynn Berte, Family and Consumer Sciences Education ††
Sarah Vania Boese, Human Development and Family Studies ††
Jamie M Bohaboj, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Priscilla Marie Boland, Consumer Affairs
Jasmine Rose Bonnema, Early Childhood Education †
Chase Coln Bronson, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Caitlin Cay Bute, Aviation
Whitney Jean Byers, Early Childhood Education ††
Brittany Erin Canfield, Dietetics
Samantha Ann Carlson, Early Childhood Education
Marissa Mae Caskey, Human Development and Family Studies
Abby Danielle Christiansen, Early Childhood Education ††
Jeremy Macgregor Christner, Hospitality Management
Hanna Julia Rose Corning, Human Development and Family Studies
Riley Anne Devney, Early Childhood Education ††
Caitlin Ann Dieger, Early Childhood Education
Lauren Maria Dietz, Early Childhood Education ††
Trang Thuy Dinh, Hospitality Management
Hunter John Donahoe, Hospitality Management
Shelby Sue Donahue, Human Development and Family Studies
Austin Cole Dossett, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Carol Elaine Drayer, Human Development and Family Studies
E’Vanna Snow Dupris, Early Childhood Education
Renae Lea Dykstra, Consumer Affairs †††
Rachel Elizabeth Eickhoff, Consumer Affairs ††
Nicole Joy Emmert, Human Development and Family Studies
Grant Gordon Everson, Physical Education and Teacher Education †
Amber Iolamae Fetter, Human Development and Family Studies
Chelsey Marie Findley, Health Education
Marisa Nicole Folley, Health Education
Mikayla Sue Frederick, Consumer Affairs †††
Paige Ann Fromm, Consumer Affairs
Gregory D Ganter, Hospitality Management
Haley Marie Glanzer, Early Childhood Education ††
Libby Marie Goertel, Hospitality Management
Rachel Christine Goetz, Exercise Science †††
McKenzie Lynn Grode, Human Development and Family Studies
Danielle Ann Groepper, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Nisha Neeka Hagen, Human Development and Family Studies
Wade Michael Hall, Aviation
Riley Daniel Hanson, Consumer Affairs
Alorah Kaitlyn Harms, Health Education
Ashlee Emma Harrowa, Health Education
Cassie Layne Hendricks, Exercise Science †
Alex Nicholas Herrick, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Colton Thomas Hirschkorn, Human Development and Family Studies †
Alexis Jo Hoover, Human Development and Family Studies
Trevor Michael Hornig, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Christopher Howell, Human Development and Family Studies
Anna Jo Hudson, Early Childhood Education ††
Tayah Nicole Huether, Early Childhood Education †††
Kegan Dean Huff, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
William George Hunter, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Olivia Louise Huntimer, Early Childhood Education
James Joseph Huntley, Aviation
Baylee Brianne Ideker, Human Development and Family Studies
Gabrielle Lee Imbery, Human Development and Family Studies
Kenadi Marie Javers, Human Development and Family Studies †
Sarina Mae Jensen, Consumer Affairs
Michelle Ann Jerzak, Human Development and Family Studies †
Karli Kay Jewett, Human Development and Family Studies
Bailey Diane Johnson, Hospitality Management
Emma Lee Johnson, Early Childhood Education †

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† or ††† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Jordan Lynne Johnson, Nutrition and Dietetics
Zhoxeta Karapetyan, Early Childhood Education
Jena Renae Kehn, Early Childhood Education
Cooper Henry Kemnitz, Health Education
Shelbee Lee Kinghorn, Human Development and Family Studies
Erica Taylor Koenig, Consumer Affairs ††
Michael Joseph Krebs, Physical Education and Teacher Education
Haley May Kubal, Human Development and Family Studies
Joshua Rickey Kunzmann, Sport/Recreation Management
Justin David LeClaire, Aviation
Youngdeok Lee, Apparel Merchandising †
Regan Elizabeth Lewandowski, Hospitality Management
Wenfang Liu, Hospitality Management
Grace Ruby Lovelace, Health Education
Makenna Nichole Macdonald, Early Childhood Education
Kendra Jean Mack, Human Development and Family Studies
Bianca Barbara Madonia, Human Development and Family Studies ††
Guljemal Jemal Mammetmyradova, Early Childhood Education ††
Katie Caroline Mathis, Consumer Affairs †
Stephanie Normae Matul, Early Childhood Education
Kolton Dallas Michalski, Consumer Affairs
Seble Baye Mitiku, Health Education
Muhammad Naqiuddin Mohamad Fuad, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Lindsey Michelle Mohrland, Hospitality Management
Emily Elizabeth Moore, Exercise Science †
Abbey Lynn Murphy, Physical Education and Teacher Education ††
Caitlin Lee Norlen, Early Childhood Education
Kala Nicole Nurnberg, Dietetics
Brandi Kathleen Ober, Hospitality Management ††
Yousra Waleed Omer, Human Development and Family Studies
Amanda Danielle O'Neill, Human Development and Family Studies
Megan C Ortmeier, Human Development and Family Studies
Kayla Denise Paszek, Dietetics †
Bo Doak Patterson, Aviation †
Blake Charles Pesek, Aviation
Cole Grant Peterson, Consumer Affairs
Emily Petracek, Health Education
Macy Ann Petroviak, Consumer Affairs
Jason Michael Polzin, Exercise Science
Bailey Nicole Rathbun, Early Childhood Education
Rachel Lynn Roskam, Human Development and Family Studies ††
Rebekah Nicole Ross, Hospitality Management
Sierra Ann Russ, Early Childhood Education
Lily Grace Sanderson, Dietetics
Ross Owen Schneider, Health Education
Whitney Renee Schnose, Human Development and Family Studies
Shelby Elizabeth Schuld, Human Development and Family Studies
Faith Kaitlen Smith, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Maria Alice St Aubin, Human Development and Family Studies
Lindsey Ann Staab, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Sierra Jo Stands, Human Development and Family Studies
Alexander Jaylen Steed, Exercise Science
Jordan Lawrence Steinle, Aviation
Kenzie Melissa Storment, Human Development and Family Studies
Madison Jo Strandberg, Early Childhood Education
Sarah Matraca Stroud, Community and Public Health
Taylor Charlotte Studanski, Early Childhood Education
Miranda Cheyenne Sullivan, Aviation
Hannah Joy Swanson, Hospitality Management †
Elizabeth Justine Thier, Consumer Affairs †††
Elizabeth Marie Thomsen, Dietetics
Angela Rose Treft, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Brianna Jo Treml, Human Development and Family Studies †
Jayme Denys Valnes, Early Education/Care
Kelsey Alanna Van Loh, Early Childhood Education
Vanessa Vivian VanErem, Human Development and Family Studies
Ashley Rebecca Waldner, Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Darcy Renae Weber, Human Development and Family Studies
Tyler Ray Weir, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Sydney Jo Weiss-Anderson, Early Childhood Education †
Kayla Nicole Weng, Hospitality Management ††
Whitney Olivia Werdel, Early Childhood Education
Laura Marie Wermers, Consumer Affairs
Cole Bradley Whitcomb, Health Education
Jalen Shamar Williams, Sport, Recreation and Park Management
Kaylee Jean Winrow, Human Development and Family Studies †
Amanda Marie Wollschlager, Human Development and Family Studies
Megan Marie Ysker, Physical Education and Teacher Education

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Associate of Arts in General Studies

Lexus Ann Beesley
Catherine Anne Bossen
Britta Lynn Brusven
Lauren Cole Derynck
Heather Lynn Elrod
Rachel Lynn Ewert
Joseph Emmett Wolf Felt
Rachel Marie Frick
Samantha Joanne Griebel
Ashleigh Star Hare
Joshua Todd Hempeck
Mackenzie Elisabeth Johnston
Dyllan Lee Knutson
Tyler Scott Lindsey
Morgan Elizabeth Mack
Duncan John McShannock
Nicole Lyn Olvera
Cylie Rae Pastian
Quinn Michael Remmers
Glendon Eugene Rice Jr
Heather Ann Rist
Mary Lynn Salvino
Andy Sisombat
Nicolette Louise Steffen
Anna-Kristina Thulin
Meghan Kayleigh Ulmer
Joseph Frederick VanDenheuvel
Molly Kate Watson

Bachelor of Arts in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences

Samuel Dane Clement, English
Morgan Marie Coffman, Sociology
Claire Elizabeth Deuter, Global Studies, Political Science
Jessica Lyn Dohn, English
Elin Angel Ellefson, Spanish
Kathryn Rose Fiore, English
Aaron Aria Fortier, German
Shannon Eileen Hegland, Spanish
Ryan Samson Hurt, Music
Lilli Ann Jasper, Political Science
Jessica Lauren Johnson, Political Science
Lili Kathrin Karapetyan, Graphic Design
Hailey Elizabeth Kline, Journalism
Umair Lachgar Koch, English, Political Science
Christa Blanche Koisti, Spanish

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Jacey Ann Brunsen, Graphic Design
Ji Cao, Architecture
Chase Rylan Carlson, Graphic Design
Erin Lynn Drew, Graphic Design
Monaya Rose Hustoft, Graphic Design
Ellen Kim Keena, Graphic Design
Rachel Ann Klein, Graphic Design
Silas Richard Krueger, Studio Art

Nicolette Lin Zhigao Lecy, Studio Art
Brooke Michele Lewandowski, Graphic Design
Daniel James Miller, Architecture
Nicholas John Romano, Architecture
Hassan Mohamed Hassan Mostafa Shata, Architecture
Nico Renee Wyffels, Graphic Design
Mackenzie Elizabeth Yordy, Graphic Design

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Bachelor of General Studies
Gloria K Bauske
Andrew Michael Conger
Viola Davies
Matthew William Dunbar
Andrew Calvin Engel
Robbie Philip Gascoigne

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
Tristen Michael Erickson

Bachelor of Music Education
Megan Rae Fuerstenau †† †

Bachelor of Science in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Talya Jade Aasen, Psychology †
Junaid Ahmed, Economics
Hamida Idris Ali, Economics
Deema Lexi AlSaffar, Journalism
Christopher Owen Anderson, Political Science
Hannah Marie Bailey, Sociology †
Jake Dalton Baloung, Economics ††
Christopher Lee Barnes, Sociology † †
Jordan Scott Bogenrief, Sociology
Taylor Jacob Bren, Entrepreneurial Studies
Tyler James Buit, Speech Communication
Cody James Bussell, Economics †
Caleb Edward Christensen, Journalism
Ramsey Smith Christopherson, Journalism
Tabitha Ariel Clement, Psychology
Dalton DeLon Cox, Economics, Entrepreneurial Studies † † †
Sarah Konstance Dagel, Economics
McKenzie Mae DeRuyter, Business Economics †
Baylee Jane Dittman, Communication Studies
Dalton Lee Douglas, Entrepreneurial Studies
Elijah James Drake, Business Economics
Alyssa Kristine Drescher, Sociology
Carter Anthony Dykstra, Business Economics
Caitlin Ann Eckerman, Entrepreneurial Studies

Lauren Elizabeth Gilsrud
Rinkinson Jagdishkumar Gohel
Ashlei Taylor Jager
Dustin Wayne Jones
Taylor Rae Kafton
Callie Marie LaShaw

Thomas William McMacken
Anthony Robert Menke
Lindsay Miller
Jeremy James Olson
Michael Edward Otamendi
Jay Michael Overgard

Lauren Elizabeth Gilsrud
Rinkinson Jagdishkumar Gohel
Ashlei Taylor Jager
Dustin Wayne Jones
Taylor Rae Kafton
Callie Marie LaShaw

Thomas William McMacken
Anthony Robert Menke
Lindsay Miller
Jeremy James Olson
Michael Edward Otamendi
Jay Michael Overgard

Rachael J Person
Annastacia Marie Pierce
Courtney Jo Scofield
Madison Lynne Smither
Kimberly Ann Stalder
Colin Ray Thompson

Megan Rae Fuerstenau †† †

Megan Lyn Larsen †

Katie Lynne Schlenker

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or †† or †† † Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Jordan Ann Hulscher, Speech Communication†
Cindy Marie Johnson, Psychology††
Courtney Jo Jurgens, Entrepreneurial Studies
Levi Austin Kabella, Psychology†††
Lucas Dominik Kallas, Economics
Kalabe Mehari Kassa, Economics
Amy Jo Kasten, Sociology
Gabriel Daniel Katzenberg, Advertising
Whitney Christine Keller, Psychology
Tessa Claire Kopren, Public Relations†
Katherine Susan Kramer, Psychology
Kyler Dean Krogh, Economics
Hailey Ann Kurtenbach, Advertising†
Mary Catherine Lack, Political Science
Andrew Earl Larson, Public Relations
Adam Gerald Lehnertz, Sociology
Kathryn Kay Lembcke, Psychology††
Christine Kay Lillo, Sociology
Dustin Alan Manzey, History††
Jamie Lynn Marti, Economics
Mikayla Camille Mayer, Psychology
Tiffany Marie Mielitz, Economics
Meghan Lyn Minor, Psychology†
Dylan Daniel Monson, Journalism††
Alyssa Marie Mullaney, Economics †††
Kayla Mae Myers, Sociology
Kameron Lee Nelson, Theatre
Kennedy Sharon Noem, Political Science
Marshall Scott Norgaard, Sociology
Emily Anne Oiwell, Sociology
Kalissa Ann Pereboom, Sociology
Dominick John Pitzl, Sociology
Andrew Donald Poepping, Journalism
Holly Jo Polak, History †††
Ciara Marie Rounds, Advertising
Conor Duane Rude, Entrepreneurial Studies
Zachary Lyle Russman, History ††
Jacob John Salstrand, History
Seth Charles Schamens, Entrepreneurial Studies, Economics
Anthony Michael Schiller, Economics
Desirae Jane Schmidt, Psychology
Monica Frances Schnetter, Economics
Alison Ann Schoenfelder, Psychology †††
Charles Stephen Schuknecht, Advertising
Matthew Albert Sebert, Advertising
Melissa Sue Sheppard, Psychology
Keegan Jeremiah Shields, Psychology
Kelsey Anne Sorensen, Sociology
Cheyenne Tabasa Spielmann, Psychology
Megan Patricia St Aubin, Psychology †††
Mark Alan Stoel, Journalism
Thomas Micheal Swanson, Economics
Brayden Michael Tasa, Advertising
Ian Michael Theisen, Journalism
Cassandra Rae Tribitt, Psychology
Denise Stacy Ulvestad, Economics
Kira Alise Vazorka, Economics
Kooper Ray Veldhuisen, Business Economics†
Lisa Ann Vizecky, Psychology
Kaitlyn Renee Vorthers, Sociology††
Tre Nathan Waford, History
Danielle Emma Wermedal, Theatre
Noah Bradley Winkelman, Sociology ††
Anthony James Winn, Entrepreneurial Studies
Bailey Michelle Zerfoss, Psychology ††

Baccalaureate Degrees Academic Honors

† Cum Laude Equal to or greater than 3.5 and less than 3.7 Cumulative Grade Point Average
†† Magna Cum Laude Equal to or greater than 3.7 and less than 3.9 Cumulative Grade Point Average
††† Summa Cum Laude Equal to or greater than 3.9 Cumulative Grade Point Average

Associate Degrees Academic Honors

• With Honor Equal to or greater than 3.5 and less than 3.7 Cumulative Grade Point Average
•• With High Honor Equal to or greater than 3.7 and less than 3.9 Cumulative Grade Point Average
••• With Highest Honor Equal to or greater than 3.9 Cumulative Grade Point

* Indicates subsequent semester graduation candidate
† or • Indicate Academic Honor, key found on page 48.
Ring the Bell

Ring the bell for South Dakota
The Yellow and the Blue;
Cheer the team from South Dakota
With loyal hearts so true;
Win the game for South Dakota
The school that serves us well;
We will fight for South Dakota
SO let’s ring, ring, ring those bells.